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Introduction
Information on existing INDOT maintenance
facilities is needed to evaluate which sites are
the most environmentally sensitive. This
information will allow INDOT to prioritize,
when funds are available, the sites that should
be closed and/or relocated. Analysis of this
information will also identify facilities that

require pollution control devices, such as
oil/water separators, and those that need to
implement storm water runoff controls. This
information will also assist the identification
of appropriate locations for new facilities,
such as the newly-designed salt storage
buildings.

Findings
The first objective of the study was to
the environment due to salt operations and
identify the source, character, currency and
the lack of stormwater/washwater pollution
format
of
environmental,
ecological,
control devices or measures. The study also
geological and other data for each existing
identified segments of state-maintained
facility site and organize it in a “hard copy”
highways proximate to and within one mile
and/or computerized framework to aid the
of “sensitive waters,” as the terms are defined
prioritization and planning process for
in the state’s storm water rule.
Nine
facility upgrades to protect the environment,
environmental sensitivity criteria were used
for regulatory compliance, and for potential
to identify INDOT facilities for priority
replacement or relocation of existing sites.
attention. Of the 59 maintenance facilities
An extensive investigation of available GIS
located in municipalities regulated by the
databases was conducted and a directory of
storm water rule (MS4s), 22 are identified by
relevant databases constructed, including
one or more of the criteria. Twenty-seven of
over 30 that integrated INDOT facility or
the 59 locations are not connected to a
highway location GIS data with the
POTW for the discharge of washbay and
geographic or environmental feature. The
shop floor drain effluent and 19 of these
directory was compiled in a CD-ROM and
locations are also identified by one or more
distributed
to
INDOT
staff
who,
of the criteria; as are twenty-four of the 84
subsequently, participated in a training
maintenance facilities not in MS4 areas.
The third and fourth objectives were
program conducted by study researchers.
to recommend Best Management Practices
The second objective was to identify
for implementation at existing sites to protect
and assess the criteria currently employed by
the environment and for new facilities sited at
INDOT to select locations for new and/or
locations where potential environmental
relocated facilities, including the ASTM
impacts exist, and to provide cost estimates
Phase I and II Environmental Site
of Best Management Practices involving
Assessment criteria, and to recommend
engineering upgrades for existing and new
additional criteria including those required to
facilities.
The study examined various
mitigate potential environmental impacts at
structural
and
non-structural
Best
new sites, if necessary. The study identified
Management Practices (BMPs) for storm
INDOT facilities posing a potential threat to
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water quality control, including those
currently employed by INDOT and others
from a review of the literature. A CD-ROM
compiling BMP information from 23 federal,
other state and private sources and their
hyperlinks was produced for use by INDOT
officials and staff. Options for controlling
washbay effluent were described and
estimates of cost provided for each of the five
options.

The fifth objective was to
recommend procedures and policies for
decommissioning facilities prior to their
closure and relocation. A thorough review
was provided of the ASTM Phase I and II
standards for conducting Environmental Site
Assessments (ESA) for both facility site
selection and prior to facility closing. An
alternative format, the RISC Investigation
Report, is described and recommended

Implementation
The operations of the Indiana Department of
Transportation are governed by policies and
procedures
issued
by
department
administrative officials to managers of
district, subdistrict and unit facilities. Some
of these policies address operations that
impact, or have the potential for impacting,
the environment. A few of the existing
policies should be updated to comport with
current federal and state environmental
regulation and additional policies need to be
promulgated
to
ensure
adequate
environmental protection. These policies
should:
 prioritize facilities for connecting to
local POTWs or, alternatively, storing
salt-contaminated washwater and shop
floor drain effluent to be transported to
the nearest amenable POTW or to be
used as brinemaking “make-up” water;
 restrict salt truck and box washout to
facilities connected to local POTWs;
 require GIS mapping of storm water
outfalls (point-of-discharge) to waters of
the state from facilities and highway
segments within and proximate to MS4s










and “sensitive” waters of the state and
require testing/monitoring of storm water
discharge at these outfalls and in the
receiving waters;
require a survey of INDOT maintenance
facilities to ascertain the type of storm
water controls best suited to protect the
environment;
restrict salt and salt/sand storage, mixing
and loading to designated areas under a
roof or completely enclosed by a
perimeter curb to prevent stormwater and
meltwater runoff;
require the capture and containment of
motor vehicle fluids released to shop
drains or the employment of “dry shop”
practices;
require improved management of
contaminated surface storm water runoff
from the facility;
use the RISC Investigation Report
format to supplement the Phase I and II
environmental site assessments for
facility site selection and prior to facility
closing.
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INTRODUCTION
Information on existing INDOT maintenance facilities is needed to allow a ranking
and evaluation of which sites are the most environmentally sensitive. This information
will allow INDOT to prioritize, when funds are available, the sites that should be closed
and/or relocated. Analysis of this information will also identify facilities that require
pollution control devices, such as oil/water separators, and those that need to implement
storm water runoff controls.

This information will also assist the identification of

appropriate locations for new facilities, such as the newly-designed salt storage buildings.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Some of the activities conducted, currently, at INDOT facilities potentially impact
the environment in some ways that are subject to environmental regulation and in other
ways that are not, yet, regulated. For example, the majority of Unit facilities in the state
have floor drains in buildings and surface drains in the “yard” that discharge washwater
and storm water (sometimes containing salt, vehicle fluids and other material) through
underground pipes or open ditches off-site to a neighboring property, a ditch or a rightof-way culvert and, potentially, to the waters of the state. Also, many “yards” are the
location of aggregate piles, metal scrap piles, miscellaneous right-of-way trash and other
debris that can potentially add to the contaminant loading of the storm water. Further,
INDOT facilities are currently closed and/or relocated without a decommissioning policy
or procedures. This can result in abandoned areas of actual or potential contamination
and/or the transfer of hazardous and non-hazardous chemicals and wastes to other
INDOT facilities without advanced planning and, sometimes, without advanced
notification. Also, most future sites for INDOT facilities are currently selected using
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criteria based on cost of land acquisition and operational convenience, not the potential
impact of those operations on the environment.
The issue of storm water management is currently a significant problem and has the
potential to become more of a regulatory concern, for three reasons -

Indiana formalized the adoption of drinking water standards (Maximum
Contaminant Levels - MCLs) as the groundwater quality standards on March 6,
2002.

-

Indiana will publish proposed water quality standards for all surface water in the
state equivalent to those currently existing for bodies in the Great Lakes Basin,
in 2002.

-

The EPA Stormwater Phase II regulations define state transportation agencies as
operators of “municipal separate storm sewer systems” (MS4) and, as such,
INDOT is responsible for “controlling stormwater discharges within its right-ofways and jurisdiction.” Therefore, facilities that discharge to a state ROW
ditch, defined as “waters of the state,” or drainage system will probably need to
implement stormwater control measures. Storm water discharges from INDOT
property in designated urbanized areas will be regulated with the adoption of
Indiana’s proposed Rule 13 in August 2002.
Previous Research Findings

The findings of SPR 2341, Follow-up Study to FHWA/IN/JTRP-92/22:
“Development of a Strategy for Compliance with EPA and OSHA Regulations
Applicable to INDOT Facilities,” includes many examples of the INDOT operational
areas that need improvement. These constituted the foundation of this project’s research.
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Selected findings and conclusions from the previous research are included here as
Appendix A.
OBJECTIVES OR PURPOSES
The objectives of this study are:
1. to identify the source, character, currency and format of environmental,
ecological, geological and other data for each existing facility site and organize
it in a “hard copy” and/or computerized framework to aid the prioritization and
planning process for facility upgrades to protect the environment, for regulatory
compliance, and for potential replacement or relocation of existing sites;
2. to identify and assess the criteria currently employed by INDOT to select
locations for new and/or relocated facilities, including the ASTM Phase I and II
Environmental Site Assessment criteria, and to recommend additional criteria
including those required to mitigate potential environmental impacts at new
sites, if necessary;
3. to recommend Best Management Practices for implementation at existing sites
to protect the environment and for new facilities sited at locations where
potential environmental impacts exist;
4. to provide cost estimates of Best Management Practices involving engineering
upgrades for existing and new facilities.
5. to recommend procedures and policies for decommissioning facilities prior to
their closure and relocation;
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Because of the nature of INDOT operations, the data research and analysis will
address potential impacts to surface and groundwater. The research will access, among
other data, the following for existing and potential sites:
 well log data (DNR)
 soil borings (DNR)
 identification of surface water intakes and wellhead protection areas
for public drinking water systems (IDEM/DNR)
 identification of high-volume groundwater users (DNR)
 identification of spill, Superfund, Leaking Underground Storage Tank
and other contaminated sites (IDEM/EPA)
 locations of groundwater aquifers and surface water bodies (DNR,
U.S. Geological Service)
 locations of environmentally sensitive areas (e.g., parks, wetlands,
reserves) (DNR, U.S. Department of Interior, U.S. Department of
Agriculture)
 locations of urban wet-weather and rural (agricultural) drainage
patterns (IDEM, U.S. Department of Agriculture - Soil & Water
Conservation Service)
The project will also include the identification of Best Management Practices (BMPs) to
control storm water runoff from the various types of sites identified in the data analysis.
These BMPs need to account for the more restrictive groundwater and surface water
quality standards the state has adopted and will adopt in 2002.
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WORK PLAN
The project will proceed along two paths: (1) data identification from primary and
secondary sources, and (2) the identification of Best Management Practices from the
literature and surveys of other states, as well as those selected from among INDOT’s
current practices.
The first step in the data gathering process is to survey what already exists from
known sources, including INDOT, Purdue University (Professor Bernie Engel,
Agricultural and Biological Engineering), Taylor University (Professor Edwin Squiers),
Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Soil and Water Conservation Service (USDA),
Indiana Department of Environmental Management, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, and other sources. This survey is critical to prevent the project from duplicating
work already completed.

Personal interviews with researchers and meetings with

research staff will be held.
Specific data pertaining to existing sites will be extracted from three recent surveys
conducted by Environmental Services Section. From these data and information gathered
from 33 facility site visits during JTRP Project Indiana SPR-2341, “environmental
sensitivity” characteristics will be developed. These characteristics will be shared with
District Environmental Coordinators who will be asked to rank all facilities in their
districts according to the prevalence of these characteristics at or proximate to each site.
Those ranked the highest will be the focus of a site visit to ascertain the validity of the
ranking and the characteristics. This process will enable the project staff to assign
priority among the numerous types of data that may register “environmental sensitivity”
to activities and operations of the type performed at INDOT facilities. For example,
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factors such as slope, depth to groundwater, proximity to surface water and wetlands, soil
type, etc., can be used to identify sites that are suitable for one type of facility (e.g.,
District Office) but not another (e.g., Unit with salt storage). An analysis of such data
will contribute to the identification of criteria that could be used in site selection, as well
as aid in determining the type of engineering upgrade of existing facilities (e.g., asphalt,
bermed salt/sand mix pad) necessary to avoid potential environmental impacts.
Engineering upgrades and other Best Management Practices (BMPs) will be
researched in the literature and surveyed from among other transportation agencies and
INDOT districts. BMPs, recommended as environmental protection strategies, will be
described, vis-à-vis, the “environmental sensitivity” characteristics described above. And
cost estimates of these, particularly the engineering upgrades, will be provided.
Project staff will also survey other transportation agencies, military agencies and
other sources for information critical to the preparation of a decommissioning policy and
appropriate procedures to be recommended for use by INDOT.
Presentation of deliverables, in draft and final form, resulting from the activities
described in this Work Plan will be periodically reviewed with the project Study
Advisory Committee, the Environment, Planning and Engineering Division, and other
INDOT officials, as appropriate.
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ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS, INCLUDING
STRATEGIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION
These two sections of the report are organized by Objective.
Objective 1:

to identify the source, character, currency and format of

environmental, ecological, geological and other data for each existing facility site
and organize it in a “hard copy” and/or computerized framework to aid the
prioritization and planning process for facility upgrades to protect the environment,
for regulatory compliance, and for potential replacement or relocation of existing
sites.
Analysis of the Data
In January 2002, the objective, as stated above, changed: discussions with INDOT
officials revealed that a “product” was desired and that the product should be in the form
of a directory of GIS databases relevant to and useful for INDOT purposes and that the
databases should be in CD-ROM format. Initially, some of these same officials advised
against developing a product such as the “INDOT GIS Directory” (Tab 3 of Appendix B)
because INDOT was developing its own GIS database and any subsequent “facilities and
environmental protection” database would have to be compatible with it. Apparently,
development of the department GIS database did not proceed according to schedule and
the one enclosed here was recognized as immediately usable, once distributed in a CDROM format.
The “GIS Directory and ArcviewTM Training Tutorial,” enclosed as Appendix B, is
the product resulting from the Objective 1 work plan. It has been distributed to District
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Environmental Coordinators and staff of the Environmental Services Section and the
Research Division.
The “INDOT GIS Directory” is built upon, and has been integrated with, the Purdue
University Center for Advanced Applications in GIS (CAAGIS) System database.
The CAAGIS database, in turn, has been created by integrating a number of GIS
databases from various sources: U.S. Geological Survey, Indiana Geological Survey,
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), U.S. Federal Emergency
Management Administration (FEMA), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services (F&WS), US.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. Census Bureau, Indiana Department of
Environmental Management (IDEM), Indiana Department of Natural Resources (IDNR),
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), and Purdue University sources.
The research to create and compile the fifty-five databases in the INDOT GIS
Directory (Tab 3) required accessing these and other sources, sometimes converting the
databases to a more readable format, “layering” the databases over ones created by
project staff of INDOT maintenance facilities and the state highway system, then testing
the applicability of the resulting database, through review by the Study Advisory
Committee, throughout the project, and the training (“tutorial”) of INDOT personnel in
February-March 2002.
This “layering” (or “merging”) of the source-accessed or created GIS databases and
the INDOT facilities and highways databases resulted in the thirty-one database maps
included in the “Directory of INDOT and Merged GIS Database Maps” (Tab 2, Appendix
B). Half of these 31 database maps were created by study staff and made compatible
with the INDOT maintenance facility database. Many of these 31 are representative
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only: for example, number 1. “INDOT Facility with Contour Lines” (for estimating
slope), is provided for Bartholomew County, but the same can be produced for any of
Indiana’s 92 counties.

Also, number 3.

“INDOT Facilities and Groundwater

Vulnerability: LaPorte County,” is for INDOT facilities in that county, but county level
maps can be provided for any county and any of the 143 geographic locations around the
state where INDOT has its 160-plus maintenance facilities (Districts, Subdistricts, Units).
The proliferation of GIS databases and the relative ease with which these can be
manipulated by a technically competent person, provides an almost limitless array of GIS
“mapping” possibilities. Indeed, during the course of the study, a number of seemingly
unrelated databases were merged to produce a map which provided a “picture” of the
interrelationship between an INDOT facility, for example, and some environmental,
geological, topographical or ecological feature nearby.
Using the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) database [p. 12, Appendix B], one
can enter the Township, Range and Section (T/R/S) of a known property and merge it
with other GIS databases to provide not only an aerial photo of the property, but print on
that photo or a map the location of environmental, geological, topographical or ecological
features to allow a general assessment of potential impacts on the surrounding area from
various INDOT facility operations or future operations. This assessment is also useful
when INDOT is considering the purchase of property for a new or relocated facility.
Such an examination, as the one described above, can alert planners to potential
environmental problems that could result from facility operations.
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Description of the Utility of the INDOT and Merged Databases
The environmental protection and regulatory incentive for the study was the need to
protect groundwater and surface water from INDOT operations that threaten, or could
threaten, water quality. Various federal and state regulations exist and others have been
proposed to protect water quality:
-

Drinking water standards (Maximum Contaminant Levels - MCLs) were
adopted by the state as the groundwater quality standards on March 6, 2002;

-

Surface water quality [antidegradation] standards for water bodies in the state’s
Great Lake Basin will be proposed to apply to all surface water in the state in
2002.

-

Storm water discharges from INDOT property (facilities, rest areas and
highways) in designated urbanized areas will be regulated with the adoption of
Indiana’s proposed Rule 13 in August 2002.

INDOT, in preparing its Storm Water Quality Management Plan (SWQMP)
required by Rule 13, will need to assess the impact of its operations on storm water
quality and implement Best Management Practices (BMPs) to avert any potential
negative impacts. A site-by-site and highway segment-by-highway segment assessment
will have to be performed, especially in areas where “sensitive water” exists.1
1

The term “sensitive water,” in the draft rule, was changed July 18, 2002 by IDEM, following
public hearings, to “sensitive area,” meaning “a water body identified as needing priority
protection or remediation based on: (A) having threatened or endangered species or their habitat;
(B) usage as a public surface water supply intake; (C) usage for full body contact recreation, such
as bathing beaches; (D) exceptional use classification as found in 327 IAC 2-1-11(b) [or]
outstanding state resource water [also known as “high quality” water] as found in 327 IAC 2-12(3) and 327 IAC 2-1.5-19(b).” Draft Rule #01-96 (WPCB), July 18, 2002 Revisions
The “INDOT GIS Directory” [Appendix B] referred to in this study report was prepared prior to
the change, using the previous nomenclature, “sensitive waters.” The two terms should be read as
being synonymous.
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The threatened and endangered species, public surface water supply intake, fullbody contact recreation and exceptional use and outstanding state resource water
databases are among the thirty-one found in Tab 2, Appendix B, the utility of which are
described below:2
1. INDOT Facility with Contour Lines:

Bartholomew County (Aerial or

Map)
The contour lines on aerial photos or maps are useful for plotting slopes to predict
storm water flow, especially that which may be or could become contaminated with road
salt brine or shop floor drain effluent [from motor vehicle repair or fluid changes] if the
facility is not connected to a POTW, and migrate to waters of the state3. This is also
important for siting new facilities on property near “waters of the state.”
2. INDOT Facility and Wetlands: Noble County (Aerial or Map)
The database described, here, as map 28 can be used to plot INDOT facilities and
wetlands on an aerial photo or GIS map. This U.S. F&WS database has limited value
and should only be used for a general assessment of impacts.
3. INDOT Facilities and Groundwater Vulnerability: LaPorte County
Groundwater vulnerability to nitrates was used as a surrogate for chlorides, the
chemical constituent of road salt. Obviously, areas with groundwater that is highly

2“

full-body contact recreation” was previously termed “relevant community value,”
which is defined in the draft, “Indiana’s Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4)
Rule 13 Guidance,” p. 3 of 18 (February 2002) as “an area, both land and water, that is
deemed important by local municipal, state or federal governments for their recreational
value. These areas can be locally designated for such public activities as swimming,
fishing, boating, and [water] skiing.” The terms should be read as being synonymous.
3“
waters of the state” include water in the “side ditches” along state, county and
municipal streets and highways.
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vulnerable and very highly vulnerable to chlorides are areas to protect, from current
operations, or to avoid, for future operations.
4. SSURGO Soils Data for LaPorte County Showing INDOT Facility
Locations
5. SSURGO Soils Data for LaPorte County Showing INDOT Facility
Location (0.4 Mile Scale)
The USDA/NRCS County Soil Survey data, currently available for all counties
plotted on aerial photos, is being digitized and is available [as of April 2002] for only 15
of the state’s 92 counties. Soil scientists, geologists and others planning BMPs to prevent
storm water migration from an existing or proposed facility site or highway right-of-way
use information in these reports to ascertain permeability, susceptibility to erosion (K
factor), high water table depth, depth to bedrock and other geological characteristics.
INDOT facility locations and highway segments can be plotted on SSURGO soils maps
to better predict operational impacts on soil and groundwater.
6. INDOT Facilities and Solid Waste Management Facilities
Facility site visits and environmental impact assessments have revealed storage and
disposal problems for solid waste, including construction and demolition waste, at some
facilities. This IDEM database, titled “Landfill” in Tab 3, p. 32, includes the locations of
municipal solid waste landfills, construction/demolition landfills, transfer stations and
Non-Subtitle D landfills (those few that are not approved by IDEM). Maintenance
facilities, individually and collectively within a Subdistrict or District, are encouraged to
dispose of ROW waste and unusable highway and facility repair/maintenance waste at
approved solid waste management facilities.
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This database layered over the state highway GIS map would facilitate the
identification of collection routes involving multiple maintenance facilities.

The

appearance of participating facilities would improve and removing piles of waste also
removes the potential for contaminants leaching into storm water.
7. INDOT Facilities and Karst Areas
8. INDOT Facilities within Karst Areas
Karst formations, including sinkholes, springs and sinking stream basins, are
common in a large, central portion of southern Indiana.

A 1993 Memorandum of

Agreement between INDOT, IDEM, IDNR and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
outlines procedures for limiting the contamination of and monitoring storm water runoff
from state highways and highway construction in the area. Maintenance facilities located
within the karst region need to be vigilant about controlling storm water migration to
avoid contaminating these sensitive ecological features.
9. INDOT Facilities with NPDES Permitted Facilities within 5 Miles: Monroe
County
10.

INDOT Facilities with NPDES Outfalls within 5 Miles: Monroe County

INDOT may elect or may be required by IDEM to monitor the quality of the waters
of the state into which storm water drains from its facilities and highways. If real-time
monitoring is conducted by INDOT or contracted personnel or if data from the fixed
station surface water quality monitoring sites are used [See Database Maps 22, 23, and
24], it will be important to identify other possible sources of contaminants contributing to
levels that may exceed water quality standards. These two databases allow GIS mapping
of INDOT facilities and manufacturing and other facilities that have NPDES permits and
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the location of their outfalls on rivers and streams. Obviously, non-permitted dischargers
will not be identified using these data.
11.

INDOT Facilities and Indiana Land and Water Trails

The proximity of INDOT facilities to public (municipal, county, state and federal)
recreation areas is a concern, if facility operations could negatively impact such areas.
This database and database maps 14, 15, and 16 allow GIS mapping of all such areas in
the state and the locations of INDOT maintenance facilities to allow a broad, visual
examination of potential impacts.
12.

INDOT Facilities and Natural and Scenic Rivers, Exceptional Use Waters
and High Quality Waters

The Exceptional Use Waters and Outstanding State Resource Waters are identified
in the proposed Rule 13 (storm water rule) as “sensitive waters.” Many of these are also
designated by the state as Natural and Scenic Rivers. Special attention should be given to
these waters to identify potential negative impacts due to storm water migration from
INDOT facilities and state highways.
13.

INDOT Facilities and Indiana Impaired Waterbodies

Impaired or “limited use” water bodies are those that do not or are not expected to
meet the applicable water quality standards. There are 485 river and stream segments
and other water bodies in the state listed as impaired by reason of naturally poor physical
characteristics (e.g., restricted flow), naturally poor chemical quality, or irreversible “man
induced” conditions. Impaired waters are “impaired” because the level of one or more
pollutants exceeds the water quality standards. Impaired waters are not allowed to be
further impaired by illicit discharges; in fact, the state is mandated to improve the quality
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of impaired waters and the establishment of Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) is
intended to assist this effort.
An INDOT facility, like any other discharger to an impaired water body, would be
required to have an NPDES permit to ensure that the water quality is not further
impaired.
14.

INDOT Facilities with Recreational Areas and Parks (federal and state)
within 1 Mile

15.

INDOT Facilities with Recreational Areas and Parks (federal and state)
within 5 Miles

Each of these databases is merged with the INDOT facility database for the reasons
given in 11., above.
16.

INDOT Facilities and Recreational Areas and Parks with Water Bodies

A subset of the database maps in 14. and 15., above, was used to identify public
recreation facilities with water bodies. This subset was selected by the project staff as the
identifier of “sensitive water” having “relevant community value,” now “full-body
contact recreation.” “Relevant community value” is defined in the February 2002 Draft
Rule 13 Guidance Manual as, “an area, both land and water, that is deemed important by
local municipal, state or federal governments for their recreational value.” These areas
can be designated for such public activities as swimming and other full-body recreational
activities, such as water skiing. The inclusion of “land” in a list of water activities is
assumed to mean the land bordering the water, such as a beach, picnic and day use area
or campground. This definition applies to the replacement terms used in the July 18,
2002 Draft Rule.
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17.

INDOT Facilities and Community Public Wells (IDEM)

18.

INDOT Facilities with Community Public Wells (IDEM) within 3000 feet

Indiana’s wellhead protection regulation [327 IAC 8-4.1] requires the management
and monitoring of all potential sources of contamination, both regulated and unregulated,
of a public water supply system that derives its drinking water from groundwater.
INDOT facilities and state highways are included among these potential sources. To
simplify GIS mapping, a fixed radius of 3,000 feet about a community public well was
established and INDOT facilities were plotted to determine if any are located within that
distance. The fixed radius method of determining the wellhead protection area is the
least sensitive method for determining the potential for contamination - the regulation
requires the use of other methods (e.g., hydrogeological mapping, numerical flow/solute
transport modeling, etc.), for delineating wellhead protection areas of “significant” water
withdrawal facilities with an average daily withdrawal of over 100,000 gallons. This
merged database, then, should only be used to guide the user to further investigation of
the potential for contributing contamination to a public drinking water supply system.
19.

INDOT Facilities and POTWs within 5 Miles

There are 160-plus INDOT maintenance facilities at 143 geographic locations
throughout the state; 52 of these locations are connected to a local Publicly-Owned
Treatment Works (POTW), 91 are not connected for the discharge of shop floor drain and
[salt truck] wash bay effluent. INDOT facilities located in Rule 13 designated urbanized
areas will undoubtedly be required to (1) cease discharging shop floor drain and wash bay
effluent that has the potential for migrating offsite as a distinct flow or as a constituent of
the storm water flow, or (2) obtain an NPDES permit for such discharge, or (3) connect to
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a POTW. This merged database assists the identification of POTWs that are within 5
miles of INDOT maintenance facilities, so that the cost of connecting can be estimated.
20.

INDOT Facilities and IDEM Stormwater Rule 13 Designated Areas

Areas designated by Rule 13 included in this database are:
1. urbanized areas, as defined in the Census;
2. municipalities with a population density of 500 or more per square mile and a
population of 10,000 or more;
3. municipalities with a population density of 500 or more per square mile and a
population of 7,000-10,000 and a positive 10-year population growth percentage
of at least 10 percent (Note: municipalities with a population of 7,000-10,000
that have an institution with a daily user population that places the total
population at 10,000 or more are also designated areas).
There are 167 “designated areas,” including those defined above, and others
contiguous to urbanized areas that are the locations of the municipalities identified as the
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) operators. INDOT will be required to
obtain a storm water [NPDES] permit covering its maintenance facility and highway
operations in the MS4 areas.
21.

INDOT Facilities Connected/Not Connected to POTWs

This database was derived from a survey of maintenance facilities that are
connected or not connected to a POTW for the discharge of other than sanitary waste
water; namely, shop floor drain and wash bay effluent. The premise supporting this GIS
mapping is that, in terms of storm water migration from a maintenance facility,
uncontaminated (or minimally contaminated) storm water “discharge” may not require an
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NPDES permit, whereas storm water contaminated (or where there is a potential for
contamination) by shop floor drain and [salt truck] wash bay effluent will likely have to
be permitted.
Of the 91 facility locations not connected to a POTW, 27 locations are in MS4
designated areas. These 27 [See Objective 2] should receive priority attention by INDOT
for controlling storm water discharge.
22.

INDOT Facilities and Location of Fixed Station Surface Water Quality
Monitoring Sites with Streams and Highways

IDEM and the U.S. Geological Survey maintain 172 fixed station surface water
quality monitoring stations on river and stream segments throughout the state. Water
quality data are available for approximately 20 parameters. The parameters considered
important for monitoring storm water discharge from INDOT operations are chlorides,
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) and Total Suspended Solids (TSS). Any detection of
contamination above water quality standards, using these three parameters, does not
mean that the INDOT facility is responsible. There may be other permitted discharges or
illicit dischargers responsible for the contamination [See discussion of databases 9 and
10]. Such data can, however, alert the user that further investigation and analysis should
be pursued. This GIS map shows the locations of INDOT facilities, the proximate rivers
and streams and both the “up-stream” and “down-stream” sites of fixed water quality
monitoring stations.
23.

INDOT Facilities and Location of Fixed Station Surface Water Quality
Monitoring Sites with Streams and Highways with Highlighting of Natural
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and Scenic Rivers, Exceptional Use Waters and High Quality Waters:
INDOT Districts
24.

INDOT Facilities and Locations of Fixed Station Surface Water Quality
Monitoring Sites, POTWs and NPDES Outfalls with State Highway
Segments within 1 Mile of Exceptional Use (EU), and High Quality (HQ)
and Scenic Rivers: INDOT Districts

These maps extend the attributes described in 22., above, with highlighting of the
Natural and Scenic Rivers, Exceptional Use Waters and High Quality Waters (Map 23)
that are also depicted in Map 12. Map 24 extends this further by adding locations of
POTWs, NPDES outfalls and state highway segments within one mile of these “sensitive
waters.” These maps can be used to establish parameters for using fixed station water
quality monitoring data based on the proximity of highway segments and other potential
sources of contaminants (POTWs and NPDES permitted outfalls). These maps can be
printed for INDOT districts.
25.

Public Land Survey (Township, Range, Section) Identification of Future
INDOT Facility Site and Environmental and Engineered Features: New
Linton Subdistrict (Aerial)

The aerial photo with overlays of environmental (e.g., wetlands) and engineered
(e.g., POTWs) features allow an analysis of potential impacts from the siting of an
INDOT facility, when the township, range and section of the location is known.
26.

INDOT Facilities and Surface Water Supply Intakes

Surface water supply intakes from both surface and ground water sources are
protected and INDOT should implement extraordinary storm water controls at any
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facility within a mile of these “intakes” and avoid siting a new facility within a similar
distance.
27.

INDOT Facilities Within 3,000 Feet of Endangered, Threatened and Rare
Species and High Quality Natural Communities (See J. Osadczuk, Chief,
Environment,

Planning

and

Engineering

Division,

for

additional

information about this database).
Endangered, threatened and rare species are protected by federal and state law. The
sites of such species and other high quality natural areas are identified in a restricted
database available only with the permission of IDNR. The location of INDOT facilities
within 3,000 feet of these sites is shown in this map.
28.

INDOT Facilities and Wetlands

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service database, compiled from 1972 to 1992, is
neither definitive nor current in its depiction of the location of wetlands. A muchrestricted definition of “wetland” imputed to the database still resulted in the plotting of
“wetlands” in cornfields, in shopping center parking lots and in developed subdivisions -obviously, these had been drained. IDNR is developing a GIS database showing high
quality natural wetlands that the Indiana Natural Heritage Data Center has documented.
This database was used to determine the potential for INDOT facility operations’ impact
on this type of sensitive environmental attribute.
29.

Identification of “Sensitive Waters” and State Highway Segments Within 1
Mile (Priority 1)

30.

Identification of “Sensitive Waters” and State Highway Segments Within 1
Mile (Priority 2)
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31.

Identification of “Sensitive Waters” and State Highway Segments Within 1
Mile (Priority 3)

“Sensitive Waters,” as defined in proposed Rule 13, and explained in map 12, were
plotted with a one mile “buffer” and overlaid with the state highway system map so that
only the highway segments within the one mile buffer are shown.
These maps are useful for determining highway segments where practices, such as
reduced road salt and herbicide application, can be implemented.
Priority 1 waters include 21 Exceptional Use, High Quality and Natural and
Scenic river and stream segments and the “Indiana portion of the open waters of Lake
Michigan” and “all waters incorporated in the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore.”
There are 282 miles of state and interstate highway segments within a one-mile buffer of
Priority 1 waters.
Priority 2 waters include 11 river and stream segments identified by IDNR as
“having outstanding ecological, recreational or scenic importance.” There are 176 miles
of state and interstate highway segments within a one-mile buffer of Priority 2 waters.
Priority 3 waters include 26 river and stream segments identified by IDNR as
“having outstanding ecological importance.” There are 609 miles of state and interstate
highway segments within a one-mile buffer of Priority 3 waters.
These 58 “priority” river and stream segments are among the 65 included in the
“Outstanding Rivers List for Indiana,” published by the Indiana Natural Resources
Commission. There are 1,067 miles of state and interstate highway segments within a
one-mile buffer of these 58 “priority” waters.
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Objective 2: to identify and assess the criteria currently employed by INDOT to
select locations for new and/or relocated facilities, including the ASTM Phase I and
II Environmental Site Assessment criteria, and to recommend additional criteria
including those required to mitigate potential environmental impacts at new sites, if
necessary.
Background
INDOT typically employs two criteria to select sites for maintenance facilities: (1)
the cost of the property (which, usually, cannot exceed the appraised value), and (2)
operational convenience (the property should be central to the service area so that
highway maintenance can be performed without incurring unnecessary travel expense).
Subdistrict sites, now, have to be located, usually, within two miles of a connection to
sanitary sewer and public water supply.4
Other criteria have probably been used to select, or reject, sites when the potential
for an environmental impact resulting from facility operations was obvious, but,
generally, environmental “sensitivity” criteria have not been used in site selection. Phase
I or II site assessments are performed only if something is suspected.5 Because no
lending institution becomes involved in the property acquisition, the state’s Property
Transfer Law (IC 13-25-3) [See Appendix C] is not applicable, so no site survey is
performed and no documents are filed with the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management.
4

Steve McAvoy, INDOT Facilities Management. Telephone conversation April 1, 2002.
Ibid. Reference is to ASTM E 1527, Standard Practice for Environmental Site
Assessments: Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Process, and ASTM E 1903-97,
Standard Guide for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase II Environmental Site
Assessment Process.
5
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In the past, the use of these two criteria has resulted in the selection of sites that
pose potential environmental impacts, such as the Shoals Unit (a former town dumping
site), Plymouth Subdistrict (a former utility contractor site), Brimfield Unit (a former
truck stop and automobile junkyard), among other less than desirable locations.
Some facility sites have been acquired through “swapping” the existing INDOT site
for a more desirable parcel.6

Swapping saves money, but it also restricts choice,

especially if environmental “sensitivity” characteristics are not considered.
Analysis of the Data
IDEM’s proposed rule, Storm Water Run-Off Associated with Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer Systems, [327 IAC 15-13-7(a)] requires “an MS4 operator [to] assess the
water quality of all known receiving waters and storm water outfall discharges within the
MS4 area [including]:
(1)

an investigation of land usage and assessment of structural and non-structural
storm water BMP locations;

(2)

the identification of known sensitive [water] areas;

(3)

a review of known existing and available monitoring data of the MS4
receiving waters,

(4)

the identification of areas having a reasonable potential for, or actually
causing, storm water quality problems.”

6

The parcel being considered for the new Linton Subdistrict facility, in April 2002, if
acquired, will be swapped with the City of Linton for the facility’s current site.
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INDOT, as an MS4 operator, is expected to identify these “sensitive waters” and to
implement minimum control measures “to ensure that existing … state … operations are
performed in ways that will reduce contamination of storm water discharges.” [327 IAC
15-13-17(b)] The identification of facilities that are not currently connected to a POTW
(Publicly-Owned Treatment Plant) is critical to this analysis. Shop floor drain effluent,
which could include motor vehicle fluids spilled as a result of vehicle maintenance and
repair, and washbay washwater, especially from salt truck and salt bed washing during
snow and ice season, at most of these facilities is currently discharged, ultimately, to the
“waters of the state,” via direct discharge into a side ditch or otherwise in a manner that
allows the possibility of migration to the “waters,” especially during a stormwater
“flush.” Some facilities have installed oil/water separators as interceptors; however,
these are not effective in removing soluble contaminants such as salt from the discharge.
Section 17(b)(2) of the proposed rule requires the implementation of, “controls for
reducing or eliminating the discharge of pollutants from operational areas, including
roads, parking lots, maintenance and storage yards, and waste transfer stations,” such as:
(A) Covering, or otherwise reducing, the potential for polluted storm water run-off
from deicing salt or sand storage piles.
(B) Providing facilities for containment of any accidental losses of concentrated
solutions, acids, alkalies, salts, oils, or other polluting materials.
(C) Standard operating procedures for spill prevention and clean up during fueling
operations.
(D) BMPs for vehicular maintenance areas.
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(E) Prohibition of equipment or vehicle wash waters and concrete or asphalt
hydrodemolition wastewaters into storm water run-off, except under the
allowance of an appropriate NPDES wastewater permit.
(F)

Promotion of recycling (to reduce litter).

(G) Minimization of pesticide, herbicide and fertilizer use. Pesticides shall be
used, applied, handled, stored, mixed, loaded, transported, and disposed of via
office of the Indiana state chemist’s guidance requirements.
(H) Proper disposal of animal waste. Canine parks shall be sited at least one
hundred fifty (150) feet away from a surface water body.
The identification of known “sensitive waters” is critical to the development of
INDOT’s Storm Water Quality Management Plan because of its 160-plus maintenance
facilities at 143 locations throughout the state and the 11,216 miles of state, U.S., and
Interstate highways with numerous rest parks that it oversees.
The four criteria established for identifying “sensitive waters” are described in the
draft Rule 13 Guidance Manual published by IDEM. These four criteria, and others, can
also be used as facility siting criteria. Each of the four criteria is addressed below:
(A) providing habitat for threatened or endangered species;
Indiana’s Department of Natural Resources created a GIS database known as the
“Natural Areas and Endangered, Threatened and Rare (ETR) Species” database. The
acquisition of this database requires a special arrangement with DNR Natural Heritage
Data Center. Species having state or federal designations of endangered, threatened, rare,
special concern, extirpated or on a “watch list” are identified by generic descriptor (bird,
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mammal, etc.), heritage species code and are located by latitude and longitude in decimal
degrees, as well as by county and watershed.
The ETR and INDOT maintenance facilities GIS databases have been merged and,
of the 20 facilities that are within 3,000 feet of an ETR location, 12 are not connected to a
POTW.
(B) usage as a public surface water supply intake;
A GIS database of public surface water supply intakes has been merged by Purdue
with the INDOT facilities and state highways databases to produce a GIS map which
readily depicts the proximity of the INDOT properties to the intakes.

No INDOT

maintenance facilities are within 1,000 feet, 3,000 feet or one mile of a public water
intake.
(C) relevant community value [now, “full-body contact recreation”]
“Relevant community value” is not defined in the proposed rule. It is defined in the
proposed Guidance Manual (February 2002) as “an area, both land and water, that is
deemed important by local municipal, state or federal governments for their recreational
value.” These areas can be designated for such full-body contact activities, such as
swimming and water skiing. A GIS database of state/federal/local public recreation areas
with water bodies has been merged with a database of INDOT maintenance facilities,
revealing 11 facilities that are within one mile of such a recreational area, 4 of which are
not connected to a POTW.
(D) exceptional use classification as found in 327 IAC 2-1-11(b), outstanding state
resource water classification [also designated as “high quality waters”] as found in
327 IAC 2-1-2(3) and 327 IAC 2-1.5-19(b).
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The Indiana Department of Environmental Management Office of Water Quality
maintains GIS databases which identify the river and stream segments included in the
above citations. Purdue has merged these databases with the INDOT facilities and
highway databases and produced GIS maps that depict the proximity of the INDOT
properties to the rivers and streams. Three maintenance facilities are located within one
mile of identified segments and one of these is not connected to a POTW. Project staff
have also identified the state highway segments that are within one mile of these
“sensitive” water segments and the recommendation of a “priority” system approach
follows.
“Priority” System
Indiana’s Natural Resources Commission, in 1993, promulgated its “Outstanding
Rivers List for Indiana.” It is the state’s “umbrella” list of rivers and streams “which
have particular environmental or aesthetic interest.” A river or stream is included on the
list if it qualifies under one or more of twenty-two categories.
The three tables in Appendix D are constructed from two IDEM GIS databases, one
DNR GIS database, and the Outstanding Rivers list (which has no separate GIS
database).

The available databases account for the 15 river and stream segments

referenced in the Rule 13 citation as exceptional use waters or high quality waters. These
15 are included among the 23 segments in the table identified as “INDOT Priority No. 1.”
The other 8 segments or water bodies listed in this Table are explained in the table notes.
The second table, “INDOT Priority No. 2,” is comprised of “rivers identified as
having outstanding ecological, recreational or scenic importance.”

There are 11

segments included on this list. None are currently on the Rule 13 “sensitive waters” lists
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cited, but they may be added in the future or, subsequently, be considered by IDEM to be
“sensitive waters” for the purpose of NPDES permitting.
The third table, identified as “INDOT Priority No. 3,” contains 26 river and stream
segments, none of which are currently included in the Rule 13 “sensitive waters” lists
cited, but are segments “identified by state natural heritage programs or similar state
programs as having outstanding ecological importance.” These, too, may be added to the
“sensitive waters” list or, subsequently, be considered by IDEM to be such for the
purpose of NPDES permitting.
A more thorough analysis of the DNR Natural Areas and Endangered, Threatened
and Rare (ETR) Species database could reveal some of the segments in the Priority Nos.
2 and 3 lists being classified -- for purposes of Rule 13 -- as “sensitive waters.”
All four criteria used to define “sensitive waters” were applied to the identification
of existing INDOT maintenance facility sites located within 3,000 feet or one mile of the
“sensitive” river or stream segment or other water body. A corollary criterion, expanding
on the exceptional use and high quality waters designation, was used to identify segments
of state maintained highways within one mile of most of the “outstanding rivers” of
Indiana, designated as such by the Indiana Natural Resources Commission. A total of
1,067 miles of highway segments are located within a one mile buffer of the “outstanding
rivers.”

INDOT should consider prioritizing these highway segments for the

implementation of highway construction and maintenance Best Management Practices
(BMPs) designed to eliminate or, at least, reduce the potential for contamination of storm
and melt water run-off and, also, control the amount of run-off, itself.
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The Water Pollution Control Board is expected, in 2002, to extend surface water
quality standards, currently applicable to state waters in the Great Lakes Basin, to the
entire state. Senate Enrolled Act 431 (PL 140-2000) grants considerable authority to the
Board for designating water bodies as exceptional use or outstanding state resource
waters (high quality waters) and for establishing water quality standards to ensure the
“antidegradation” of outstanding state resource waters. The Board “may designate, by
rule, a water body as an outstanding state resource water if [it] determines that the water
body has a unique or special ecological, recreational or aesthetic significance.”7
[underline added]
The footnotes to Table 1, preceding, provide definitions of “Exceptional Use
Waters,” “Outstanding State Resource Waters” (also referred to as “High Quality
Waters”) and waters identified by numerical code: 7 meaning “outstanding rivers from
state inventories or assessments; i.e., rivers identified as having statewide or greater
significance;” 17 meaning “miscellaneous rivers identified as having outstanding
ecological, recreational or scenic importance;” and 11 (from Table 3) meaning “rivers
identified by state natural heritage programs or similar state programs as having
outstanding ecological importance.”
The statement of the Board’s authority pursuant to SEA 431, and the restatement of
the definitions of various categories of water bodies having “significance” is to suggest
that the Board, in establishing surface water quality standards, will also designate
additional water bodies as Exceptional Use Waters and Outstanding State Resource

7

SEA 431, Section 17
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Waters or, perhaps, designate Exceptional Use Waters as Outstanding State Resource
Waters.8
This discussion is not to suggest that INDOT officials should join the debate over
the classification of water bodies; however, vigilance is needed to ensure that, in the
development of its Storm Water Quality Management Plan, the department includes
strategies for protecting river and stream segments that are currently designated as
“outstanding” and other segments that possess all of the requisite elements of such a
designation.
State and Interstate Highway Segments Within a One-Mile Buffer of
“Sensitive Waters”
Tables 1, 2, and 3 in Appendix E are in GIS format and were derived from the U.S.
Bureau of Census rivers and streams database (extracted from the U.S. Geological Survey
topographic map database) and the Census Bureau’s highway database. Errors exist in
the databases “adopted” by the Census Bureau; in fact, neither the East or West Fork of
the White River is included by the Census or the U.S.G.S. in their respective databases.
Corrections were made where errors were noticed.
The maps produced from the “merger” of these two databases are Maps 29, 30, and
31, described in Tab 2, Appendix B, and the same can be viewed and reproduced with the
Directory of INDOT and Merged Databases CD-ROM included with this report.
For reader convenience, the description of the Priority 1, 2 and 3 Waters is repeated
here.
8

Telephone conversation with Dennis Clark, Chief, Water Quality Standards Section,
IDEM, April 30, 2002.
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Priority 1 waters include 21 Exceptional Use, High Quality and Natural and
Scenic river and stream segments and the “Indiana portion of the open waters of Lake
Michigan” and “all waters incorporated in the Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore.”
There are 282 miles of state and interstate highway segments within a one-mile buffer of
Priority 1 waters. [See Table 1].
Priority 2 waters include 11 river and stream segments identified by IDNR as
“having outstanding ecological, recreational or scenic importance.” There are 176 miles
of state and interstate highway segments within a one-mile buffer of Priority 2 waters.
[See Table 2].
Priority 3 waters include 26 river and stream segments identified by IDNR as
“having outstanding ecological importance.” There are 609 miles of state and interstate
highway segments within a one-mile buffer of Priority 3 waters. [See Table 3].
A separate, yet related, analysis was performed to identify state-maintained
highway segments in Indiana’s karst region. Appendix E, Table 4, lists these highway
segments, which total 941 miles. This total is independent of Priority 1, 2, and 3 river
and stream highway segments also included in this Appendix. The table on the next page
summarizes these highway segment data.
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Status of State-Maintained (i.e., state, U.S. and Interstate)
Highways Relative to the Location of “Sensitive Waters,”
as defined by Rule 13, and Karst Areas
11,216
1,067

miles of state-maintained highways
miles of state-maintained highway segments within a
one-mile buffer of “sensitive waters”
-

Priority 1 waters: 282 miles
Priority 2 waters: 176 miles
Priority 3 waters: 609 miles

941

miles of state-maintained highway segments within karst
areas*

2,008

total miles of state-maintained highway segments within a
one-mile buffer of “sensitive waters” and within karst areas
(18 percent of the total miles)

*See October 13, 1993 MOU between INDOT, IDNR, IDEM and U.S. F&WS re:
construction of transportation projects in karst regions of the state, in Appendix F.
Other Facility Site Selection Criteria
Currently, there are 160-plus INDOT (District, Subdistrict and Unit) maintenance
facilities at 143 distinct geographic locations. Fifty-nine of these locations are within the
167 areas designated as Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) areas; i.e.,
municipalities that operate such systems.
Within the 59 MS4 areas, 27 locations are not connected to a POTW for discharge
of shop floor drain and washbay effluent; 32 are connected to a POTW for this discharge.
In the 84 non-MS4 areas, 64 locations are not connected to a POTW for shop
floor drain and washbay discharge and 20 are connected.
Only 36 percent of the 143 INDOT facility locations are currently connected to a
POTW for discharge of shop floor drain and washbay effluent.
connected for discharge of sanitary sewage, only.
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A few more are

The table below provides a pictorial summary of these data.
Rule 13 Stormwater Quality Management Plan
Status of INDOT Maintenance Facilities
with Respect to Location Within/Outside MS4 Areas
and Connection to POTW for Discharge of Shop Floor Drain and Washbay Effluent

59
locations within
MS4 areas

(41%)

143 (100%)
Maintenance facility locations

(59%)

84
locations outside
MS4 areas

91 (64%)
not connected

(70%)

64 (76%)
not connected
to a POTW for
discharge of shop
floor drain and
washbay effluent

(38%)

20 (24%)
are connected
to a POTW

27 (46%)
(30%)
not connected
to a POTW
for discharge of
shop floor drain
and washbay effluent
32 (54%)
are connected
to a POTW

(62%)

52 (36%)
are connected

In addition to the four site selection criteria described previously, other criteria
evolved from a review of the literature, discussions with INDOT District Environmental
Coordinators and Study Advisory Committee members.
The nine criteria used in this study to identify INDOT facilities for priority attention
are:
Criteria 1: maintenance facility locations within Rule 13 designated MS4 areas. (An
asterisk denotes a facility location NOT connected to a POTW for discharge of shop
floor drain and washbay effluent).
Criteria 2: maintenance facility locations within Karst areas.
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Criteria 3: maintenance facility locations within 3,000 feet of a community public
well.
Criteria 4: maintenance facility locations within (1,000 feet) (3,000 feet) (5,280 feet)
of a public surface water intake.
Criteria 5:

maintenance facility locations within one mile of high quality and

exceptional use waters.
Criteria 6: maintenance facility locations within one mile of federal, state, county,
municipal or township recreation facility having a lake, pond, river or stream.
Criteria 7: maintenance facility locations within 3,000 feet of groundwater that is
highly vulnerable and very highly vulnerable to contamination by nitrates (as
surrogate for chloride).
Criteria 8: maintenance facilities within 3,000 feet of a natural area containing
Endangered, Threatened or Rare species.
Criteria 9: maintenance facilities within one mile of the “best remaining examples of
natural wetland communities,” as determined by IDNR.
The application of these criteria to existing locations was performed to identify
those that provide the greatest potential risk to the environment from storm water
discharge, locations BOTH within and outside MS4 areas.
The table on the following pages depicts the facility assessment using the nine
criteria.
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INDOT Maintenance Facility Location Priorities for the SWQMP
Both Within and Outside MS4 Areas
_1
Crawfordsville District
Crawfordsville District
Terre Haute Sub & Unit
Crawfordsville Sub & Unit
Frankfort Sub & Unit
Plainfield Unit
[Fort Harrison Unit]*
Lafayette Unit*
Lebanon Unit*
Carbondale Unit
Fowler Sub & Unit
Ashboro Unit
Fort Wayne District
Fort Wayne District*
Goshen Sub*
New Goshen Sub Site*
Fort Wayne Sub & Unit*
U.S. 27 South Unit*
New Haven Unit
Angola Sub
Wabash Sub & Unit
New Paris Unit
Markle Unit
N. Manchester Unit
Waterloo Unit
Orland Unit
Monroe Unit
Greenfield District
Greenfield District
Unit 2 (Tibbs)
Unit 4 (65th St.)
Unit 5 (Madison)
Greenfield Sub
Anderson Unit
Shelbyville Unit
Richmond Unit
Alexandria Unit
Indianapolis Sub & 2 Units*
Unit 3 (71st St.)*

2

3

4

Criteria
5__ 6

7

8

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
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9__

_1
Greenfield District (Con’t)
Kokomo Unit*
Westfield Unit*
Muncie Unit*
Fortville Unit
Rushville Unit
LaPorte District
[Valparaiso Unit]*
Chesterton Unit*
[Logansport Unit]*
[South Bend Unit]*
[Old Gary Sub]*
Crown Point Unit*
[Miller Unit]*
Michigan City Unit*
[Mishawaka Unit]*
LaPorte District
LaPorte Sub & Unit
New Gary Sub
Monticello Salt Dome
Flora Unit
Medaryville Unit
[Monticello Sub]
Seymour District
Seymour District
Bloomington Sub & Unit
Columbus Sub & Unit
Sellersburg Sub & Unit
New Albany Unit
Greensburg Unit*
Madison Sub*
Amity Unit
[North Vernon Unit]
[Versailles Unit]
Salem Unit
Brookville Unit
Spencer Unit
Toll Road District
Toll Road District*
[Porter Mtnce. Facility]*
Elkhart Mtnce. Facility*
Lake Mtnce. Facility

2

3

Criteria
4
5__ 6

7

8

9__

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
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x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

_1

2

Toll Road District (Con’t)
LaGrange Mtnce. Facility
Steuben Mtnce. Facility
Vincennes District
Jasper Unit
Evansville Sub & Unit
Evansville Unit 2
Chandler Unit
Washington Unit
Bedford Unit
Shoals Unit
Grantsburg Unit
Paxton Unit

3

Criteria
4
5__ 6

7

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

8

9__

x
x

x

x
x
x

Totals
59(*27) 6
14
0 3 11 16 20
2
Notes:
[Italics]: currently connected for discharge of sanitary only.
Bold: granted approval by POTW to connect and discharge shop floor drain and
washbay effluent. Lafayette Unit in Crawfordsville District is the only facility in an
MS4 that has been denied permission to connect to the POTW. When Madison Sub
moves to the New Madison Sub JPG, it will be outside an MS4 area.
*Facility NOT connected to a POTW for discharge of shop floor drain and washbay
effluent.
Below is a summary of the assessment for the 59 facility locations within MS4
areas:
0

facility locations within one mile of a public surface water intake

2

facility locations within one mile of a “natural wetland community”

3

facility locations within one mile of high quality and exceptional use waters

6

facility locations within karst areas

11

facility locations within one mile of a public park with a water body having
“recreational value”

14

facility locations within 3,000 feet of a community public well (wellhead
protection area)

16

facility locations within 3,000 feet of groundwater highly vulnerable or very
highly vulnerable to contamination by nitrates (as surrogate for chlorides)
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20

facility locations within 3,000 feet of a natural area containing federal and/or
state-designated Endangered, Threatened or Rare species

27

facility locations in MS4 areas not connected to a POTW for discharge of shop
floor drain and washbay effluent
Of the 59 facility locations in MS4 areas, 22 locations are identified by one or

more of the other environmental “sensitivity” criteria.

Nineteen of the 27 facility

locations not connected to a POTW, for the specified discharge, are also identified by one
or more of the criteria. Also, in the preceding table, there are 24 facility locations, among
the 84 not in MS4 areas, that are identified by one or more of these criteria. These, too,
should be prioritized by INDOT to ameliorate potential impacts on the environment.
The Use of Soil Characteristics as a Criteria for Facility Siting
From the beginning of discussions concerning the subject proposal, various
geological and soil characteristics have been suggested as factors that need to be
examined when siting new facilities. Those suggested included depth to groundwater,
depth to bedrock, soil permeability, hydraulic conductivity, erosion potential, and others.
The principal investigator is not a geologist or soil scientist, so experts in these
disciplines at Purdue University, Department of Agronomy and with the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) were consulted.9 The investigator’s simple
(and naïve) question to each expert was, “what one geological or soil characteristic would
you consider most important when siting a [described] INDOT facility”? The response,
as could be expected, was that there is no single characteristic; however, the question
provided a basis for further discussion.
9

Professors William McFee and Brad Lee, Department of Agronomy. Telephone
discussions April - June 2001, meeting June 25, 2001; Phil McLoud, Tony Bailey, Bruce
Neilson and Jim Sell, NRCS. Various telephone and e-mail contacts during April - June
2001.
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One expert offered that “soil associations,” a classification of soil types by drainage
pattern, flooding potential, suitability for septic system, etc., should be examined.
Another suggested that “hydrologic groupings,” characterized by the infiltration of water
when thoroughly wet, as well as depth to water table, depth to bedrock and potential frost
action, were relevant factors.
Phyllis Hockett, INDOT Environmental Services Manager and a geologist, stated
succinctly the problem of using geological and soil characteristics as criteria for siting
INDOT facilities: “It’s very hard to generalize geology when you are talking in the order
of one to two acres.”10
The USDA County Soil Surveys presumably are referenced by INDOT authorities
when examining potential sites. The accompanying soil maps (“sheets”) at a scale of
1:15,840, show outlines of soil type areas printed over aerial photos. NRCS digitized the
county soil maps by aggregating soil types into larger units with a minimum mapping
size of 1,544 acres at a scale of 1:250,000 [see Appendix B, Tab 3, p. 41]. These
STATSGO maps are only suitable for regional scale analysis. The improved digitized
maps, SSURGO, are at a scale of 1:24,000, but are currently available for only 15 of
Indiana’s 92 counties.11 [See Appendix B, Tab 3, p. 39]
This study’s investigation of the relevance of various soil characteristics was based
on the premise that the most important environmental objective to be achieved when
siting an INDOT facility (or rehabilitating an existing one) is the prevention of

10

E-mail communication, April 4, 2001 (4:17 pm)
The status of county soil survey
http://www.in.nrcs.usda.gov/mlrall/digss.htm
11
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digitizing

can

be

found

at

groundwater contamination. The prevention of surface water contamination is a corollary
objective, although it is recognized that the attainment of both objectives, vis-a-vis using
the same soil characteristic as a determinant, might not be feasible (e.g., soil with a high
permeability may prevent runoff to surface water but could threaten groundwater).
The “goal” of Indiana’s groundwater quality standards is to “maintain and protect
the quality of Indiana’s groundwater and ensure that exposure to the groundwater will not
pose a threat to human health, any natural resource, or the environment.”12
The state departments of Environmental Management, Natural Resources and
Health and the Offices of State Chemist and State Fire Marshal are mandated to adopt
rules to apply the groundwater quality standards established by the Water Pollution
Control Board to activities they regulate.13 The Indiana Department of Health developed
a procedure to apply the groundwater quality standards to on-site sewage systems
involving the use of soil data to determine the potential of groundwater contamination by
nitrogen, a component of wastewater that can result in nitrate (NO3) contamination of
groundwater.14 Nitrates, in this study, serve as a surrogate for chloride, a constituent of
the road salt stored at most INDOT maintenance facilities.
The requirements for groundwater protection are based on Table L-2, Section II-iiiL, Nitrate Leaching Index found in the NRCS Field Office Technical Guide. The table
lists the potential for contaminating the groundwater with nitrates for each of the soil map
units (“types”) in each county of Indiana.

The LI was developed using annual

precipitation, rainfall distribution data and hydrologic soil groups, mentioned previously.
12

327 IAC 2-11-1
IC 13-18-17-5
14
”Soil Map Units with a Nitrate Leaching Index Greater than Ten” (April 5, 2000)
13
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It’s use in agriculture provides a way to determine the degree to which water percolates
below the root zone of plants in certain soils. It is also useful for evaluating the potential
for contaminating the groundwater with soluble nutrients. The LI ratings are based on a
soil profile up to a depth of 80 inches and the percent of slope. The guidance for use of
the LI acknowledges that “the depth to the aquifer, type of underlying material and other
factors will influence nitrates leaching into the groundwater.”15
The LI, for agricultural purposes, applies as follows:
-

a LI less than 2 will probably not contribute to soluble nutrient leaching
below the root zone;

-

a LI between 2 and 10 may contribute to soluble nutrient leaching below the
root zone;

-

a LI greater than 10 will contribute to soluble nutrient leaching below the
root zone

When assessing potential parcels for siting an INDOT facility, soil map units with a low
LI should be preferred over those with a higher LI, especially an LI greater than 10. A
general survey of soil map unit LI’s, by county, is shown on the following page. The
county map, “Percent of Soil Map Units in Indiana Counties with a Nitrate Leaching
Index (LI) Greater than 10,” is useful for identifying the percentage of soil types in each
county subject to leaching. Individual county percentages of soil map units with a LI
greater than 10 that should prompt INDOT officials to thoroughly investigate soil
conditions of any parcel, include: LaPorte (89%), Orange (84%), Martin (76%), Harrison

15

NRCS Field Office Technical Guide, “Soil Rating for Nitrate and Soluble Nutrients.”
(December 1992)
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(73%), Knox (70%), Posey (69%), Lawrence (66%), Starke (64%), Perry (63%), Pulaski
(58%), Putnam (55%) and Washington (54%). The remainder of Indiana’s counties have
less than 50 percent of their soil map units classified by a LI greater than 10. Fifty-one of
the state’s 92 counties have 10 percent or less of their soil map units classified with a LI
of greater than 10.
The Nitrate Leaching Index, Table L-2, is available for each county from NRCS
and, perhaps, other local USDA agency offices.
The relevance of the LI can be shown by reviewing the LI’s for soil map units
(SMUs) in counties at the extremes of the index: Carroll County, which has 2 percent of
its soil map units with a LI over 10 and LaPorte County with 89 percent of its soil map
units with a LI over 10. [See Appendix G]
The distribution of Carroll and LaPorte Counties soil map units, by LI, are as
follows:
Number and Percent SMUs
Leaching Index
Carroll Co. LaPorte County
3
4
5
7
8
_______ Subtotal, <10
11
13
17
Subtotal, 10>
Total

1
10
65
76 (93%)
6
__________
___6 (7%)
__82 (100%)

2
8
___________
10 (18%)_
31
___14______
___45 (82%)_
55 (100%)

The Leaching Index can be considered a convenient screening tool; obviously, no
single geological or soil characteristic should be relied upon. Another simple screening
tool for assessing soil and geologic conditions at a potential facility site is found in
Appendix H.
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Objectives 3 and 4: to recommend Best Management Practices for implementation
at existing sites to protect the environment and for new facilities sited at locations
where potential environmental impacts exist; to provide cost estimates of Best
Management Practices involving engineering upgrades for existing and new
facilities.
Introduction
INDOT should consider the operations of its facilities on the environment
surrounding those facilities and implement Best Management Practices immediately to
reduce or eliminate the negative impacts. The proposed IDEM Rule 13 requiring INDOT
to prepare a Storm Water Quality Management Plan (SWQMP) provides only the most
recent incentive. Other IDEM (and EPA) regulations have long required facilities, such
as those INDOT operates, to obtain National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permits for its discharges -- especially its washbay and shop floor drain effluent
discharges -- to the waters of the state. It is only because of its focus on manufacturing
facilities that IDEM has not previously required NPDES permits for INDOT operations.
Appendix I is an actual IDEM Notice of Violation that cites the relevant sections of the
Indiana Code for violations of the NPDES regulations. The case number and name of the
“alleged violator” have been removed.
Now, with the promulgation of the EPA Phase II storm water regulation and the
responsibility for the oversight of state regulatory agency permitting assumed by EPA,
IDEM cannot ignore any violations of INDOT’s NPDES permits.
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BMPs and Groundwater Contamination of Existing INDOT Sites
This study would be incomplete without including reference to studies undertaken
by INDOT of the existing conditions at its facilities that make NPDES permitting a
priority.
“Professional Services Bulletin - 1994 - No. 17,” dated September 1, 1994, was
issued “to contract for engineering services required to evaluate and prepare a report
regarding INDOT’s salt runoff and brine control at eighteen initial sites listed in [the
Bulletin].” Appendix “A” to the Bulletin, titled, “Consultant Responsibilities,” listed two
and one-half pages of itemized descriptions of tasks under the headings: preparatory
work, field work, study, facilities plan and environmental report and plans for each
identified problem grouping. The contract was awarded to Blackburn Architects, Inc.,
Indianapolis. The 784-page report from Blackburn is dated November 26, 1997.16
16

The existence of this report was discovered accidentally by the principal investigator when
reading a paper in which two articles published in Public Works magazine (April and May 1998),
written by Dwain Thomas, P.E., a Blackburn engineer, and principal investigator of the
Blackburn study, were cited. A copy of the report was requested. Blackburn requested and
received authorization from Steve McAvoy, INDOT Facilities Management, to provide a copy
and the copy was forwarded with a cover letter, citing the authorization, dated April 5, 2001.
On April 30, 2001 this study’s principal investigator emailed Phyllis Hockett, INDOT
Environmental Services Manager, the following message: “The Blackburn Report (1997) on
‘Mitigation of Brine Runoff from 18 salt storage facilities,’ recommends (p. 759): ‘The subdistrict or District Environmental staff should sample these monitoring wells bi-annually, after
the last salting operation and on approximately October lst’. Have the wells been sampled and, if
so, are the results available?”
Mrs. Hockett replied: “No the wells have not been sampled. The subcontractor that was
hired to install the monitoring wells, installed them at the water table without consideration of the
groundwater flow direction. The project was poorly designed. What we needed were nested
wells at different depths to determine the impact to the aquifer since salt water is denser and
slowly sinks to the bottom of the aquifer.”
This communication is included here as recognition that INDOT was not, and is, probably, still
not satisfied with the study. A comprehensive review of the report by this study’s principal
investigator revealed some aberrations that should have been corrected and a few “conclusions”
that do not appear to derive from the “findings.”
Given the apparent misgivings about the report, certain of the “findings” are, however, difficult to
dispute and, lacking any other comprehensive study, the Blackburn study has a contribution to
make to this study.
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Most of the groundwater samples taken by the Blackburn hydrogeologist were from
upper-level perched, saturated zones or upper-level soils close to the salt storage and
mixing-loading areas. Few of the samples were from a sufficient boring depth to prove,
conclusively, that a drinking water aquifer was contaminated: no bedrock wells were
installed and no bedrock cores were obtained. The hydrogeologist calculated elevations
from the water level data to infer the groundwater flow direction after receiving the site
survey data from the study’s surveyor. The placement of the soil borings were based on
an assumption of what direction was up-gradient (for one boring) and down-gradient (for
two borings).17
The study’s findings may not be dispositive regarding the existence of salt
contaminated plumes beneath each site; however, the results of the water sample
monitoring are instructive and confirm the suspicions of those INDOT personnel who
selected the sites that most were contaminated with salt.
The table on the following page shows the analysis of chloride levels in
groundwater samples taken from the 56 test borings at the 18 INDOT facility sites
included in the study. Most of the samples revealed a high level of chloride: 39 of the
samples (70 percent) exceed the current groundwater standard of 250 ppm and 32 of the
56 samples (57 percent) exceed the standard for direct discharge to the mixing zone of a
flowing stream (750 ppm). Only one of the 18 sites, Fort Wayne, had no chloride levels
above the groundwater standard’s threshold, while two - Westfield and Gary [“old” Gary
Subdistrict] – averaged 17,667 and 7,267 ppm, respectively, for the three samples
analyzed at each site.
17

This paragraph paraphrased from the Executive Summary and Approach of the
Blackburn Report, November 26, 1997 (pp. 1-6)
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Test Boring Data: Blackburn Report
Borings During July - September 1996
Facility
Code
C-01

Test Borings
Depth (ft.) Cl2 (ppm)
24
120
12
59
16
250

Facility
Bainbridge

County
Putnam

No.
B-1NW
B-2W
B-3E

C-02

Ashboro

Clay

MW-1SW
MW-2SE
MW-3N

34
18
17

5,200
1,500
160

C-03

Carbondale

Warren

MW-1N
MW-2SW
MW-3M

18
16
14

50
3,400
1,700

F-01

Fort Wayne

Allen

MW-1E
MW-2S
MW-3N

50
50
52

72
8
29

F-02

Shipshewanna

LaGrange

MW-1E
MW-2SW
MW-3NW

34
36
36

22
15
970

F-03

Markle

Huntington

B-1NE
B-2SE
B-3W

40
12
12

2,200
1,900
1,100

G-01

Five Points

Marion

MW-1SE
MW-2SW
MW-3NE

28
20
22

140
3,100
830

G-02

Westfield

Hamilton

MW-1SW
MW-2S
MW-3M

16
16
20

7,400
40,000
5,600

G-03

Kokomo

Howard

MW-1N
MW-2NE
MW-3SW

28
32
38

9,000
130
260

L-01

LaPorte

LaPorte

MW-1S
MW-2NE
MW-3NW
MW-4E

24
10
10
10

170
2,000
180
100
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Facility
Code
L-02

Test Borings
No.
Depth (ft.) Cl2 (ppm)
MW-1S
30
3,200
MW-2NE
30
4,600
MW-3NW
28
14,000

Facility
Gary [old Sub.]

County
Lake

L-03

Plymouth

Marshall

MW-1S
MW-2NS
MW-3NE

26
12
16

910
2,300
4,500

S-01

Aurora

Dearborn

MW-1M
B-2S
B-3SE

27
14
14

3,900
410
160

S-02

Brownstown

Jackson

MW-1W
MW-2NE
MW-3SE

20
22
20

1,100
69
310

S-03

Versailles

Ripley

B-1W
B-2E
B-3NE

16.5
6
8

100
1,500
1,100

V-01

Poseyville

Posey

MW-1NE
MW-2SE
MW-3S

24
14
14

530
1,200
1,100

V-02

Bedford

Lawrence

B-1SE
B-2SA
B-3NW

7
14
26

11,000
1,600
790

V-03

Derby

Perry

B-1N
B-2E
B-3M
B-4S
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7
6
7.5
6.5

1,100
340
1,600
340

EPA uses two environmental indicators to measure progress toward groundwater
remediation at RCRA sites subject to corrective action. Both indicators are included in a
modified form as II.,G and H, respectively, in the IDEM RISC Investigation Report,
included here as Appendix N. One indicator is controlling the migration of contaminated
groundwater plumes and the other is controlling human exposure to contaminated
groundwater. Both indicators are relevant for use at INDOT sites where groundwater
contamination is known or suspected.

The design and implementation of Best

Management Practices at these sites needs to be a priority activity of the department to
prevent further degradation and, possibly, migration to surface water, including sources
of drinking water.
The RCRA environmental indicator for controlling migration of contaminated
groundwater requires the following documentation:18
1. Consideration of all available, relevant or significant information on known and
suspected releases to the groundwater at the facility;
2. Determination whether groundwater is contaminated above appropriately
protective levels (i.e., applicable promulgated standards, other appropriate
standards, guidelines, guidance, or criteria) anywhere at, or from, the facility;
3. Determination whether the migration of contaminated groundwater has
stabilized (remains within the previously determined existing area of
contamination);

18

Modified from “Documentation of Environmental Indicator Determination,” RCRA Corrective
Action (Interim Final Guidance, 2/5/99), U.S. EPA Office of Solid Waste
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4. Determination whether contaminated groundwater discharges to surface water;
5. Determination whether any discharge of contaminated groundwater to surface
water is “significant” (the maximum concentration of the contaminant in the
surface water is more than 10 times the appropriate groundwater level);
6. Determination whether the discharge of contaminated groundwater into surface
water is “acceptable” until a full assessment and a final remedy decision can be
made;19
7. Decision whether groundwater monitoring measurement data and surface
water/sediment/ecological data will be collected in the future to verify that
contaminated groundwater has remained within the existing area of
contaminated groundwater;
The documentation required for the controlling human exposure indicator includes
the following:
1. Consideration of all available relevant or significant information on known and
suspected releases to soil, groundwater and surface water at the facility;
2. Determination whether the soil, groundwater or surface water is contaminated
above appropriately protective risk-based levels;
3. Determination whether there are complete pathways between contamination and
human receptors such that exposures can be reasonably expected under the
current land, groundwater and surface water use conditions;
19

Factors to be considered in the interim assessment include surface water body size,
flow, use/classification/habitats, contaminant loading limits, other sources of surface
water/sediment contamination, effects on ecological receptors (e.g., via bio-assays,
benthic surveys or site specific ecological risk assessments performed by trained
specialists).
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4. Determination whether the exposures resulting from the complete pathways (in
3.) are “significant;”20
This documentation exceeds that required by the Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment Standard (ASTM E 1527-00), which may be utilized at some sites, and can
serve as the foundation for further, Phase II investigations of “recognized environmental
conditions” (RECs) identified during Phase I assessments.
These environmental indicators, supported by the required documentation, should
be applied by INDOT where groundwater and/or surface water contamination is known
or suspected. The 18 sites included in the 1996-97 Blackburn study - because of the
baseline data - should receive priority attention. The monitoring wells drilled for the
study could be used, after cleaning and purging, for sampling, even though many are not
at the preferred depth. Sampling these wells will determine if near-surface groundwater
contamination at these sites persists. If so, remediation should be contemplated.
Identifying the Need for BMPs
Facility Best Management Practices (BMPs), for purposes of this discussion, can be
either structural or non-structural. A procedure for performing operational activities,
such as salt/sand mixing/loading that requires removal of all salt from the area surface
after loading, is a non-structural BMP. The installation of a physical device that alters
the release, transport or discharge of pollutants from surface storm or melt water or
facility-generated shop floor drain or washbay effluent is a structural BMP.
20

“Significant” means: 1) greater in magnitude (intensity, frequency and/or duration)
than assumed in the derivation of the “acceptable levels” used to identify the
contamination, or 2) the combination of exposure magnitude (perhaps though low) and
contaminant concentrations (which may be substantially above the “acceptable levels”)
that could result in greater than acceptable risk.
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Non-Structural BMPs
Three INDOT policies have been identified that can serve as non-structural BMPs
relevant to the control of salt and reduction of salt contamination of stormwater as well as
ground water and surface water:
 Operating Procedure No. 2: Snow and Ice Control. August 24, 1998;
 Operating Procedure No. 22: Snow and Ice Chemicals - Pollution Control
Guidelines. August 24, 1998;
 “INDOT Salt Housekeeping Guidelines for Personnel Involved in Snow
Removal.” Memorandum From Donald Lucas, Chief Engineer, Through
Steve Cecil, Chief, Division of Pre-Engineering and Environment To
District Directors. October 2, 1998.
These policies need to be updated and revised to address current regulatory
requirements and best practices procedures. Some revisions are:
 Operating Procedure No. 2 contains a provisions absent in No. 22, e.g., the
“suggestion” that “a windrow of abrasives [sand] be placed around all outside stockpiles
[salt, salt/sand mix piles]. Few such stockpiles observed during recent surveys were
bermed; in fact, at one facility, a member of the investigative team suggested this
measure and it was accomplished immediately.

Windrows of sand are minimally

effective as a deterrent to stormwater/meltwater runoff, especially from a sloped surface.
On level surfaces it can allow pooling that would otherwise sheet flow around stockpiles
causing migration of salt-contaminated stormwater off-site.
 Operating Procedure No. 22 recommends that the exterior pad (to the salt
storage building) “be sloped away from the building to its outer limits and the water
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retained by means of a curb or slope reversal of the pad itself in order that the runoff may
be directed into a collection system. It is important to note at this juncture that collection
facilities are a last resort and that time, effort, and money, in most cases, can be better
spent on avoiding or minimizing the formation of salt brine. However, it is our plan that
all brine runoff is retained in some form of impervious storage and/or evaporation facility
and, from that point, safely released into the environment.” (pp. 3&4 of 13)
First, the design of the exterior pad (where the mixing/loading operations are
performed) should be mandated, not recommended, because it is the lack of exterior pad
curbing that creates over half of the salt contaminated stormwater problems observed in
recent site visits.

The curbing should only be used to allow pooling or to direct

stormwater to a collection system. It should not be employed to direct stormwater offsite, as a point source discharge.
Second, collection facilities (holding tanks, retention ponds) should be required at
all facilities handling salt as a “first resort,” rather than last, because the “time, effort, and
money spent on avoiding or minimizing the formation of salt brine” has not proved
effective at solving the salt runoff problem.
Third, for the regulatory reasons cited previously, there is no longer any way to
“safely release” stormwater contaminated with salt into the environment.
The Draft Final Report of HPR-2040 (the previous, 1990-1992, study) on page 11,
quotes a statement made in Operating Procedure No. 22 on p. 4 (p. 5 of the 1998 version)
establishing a “target” of “1000 ppm for salt water (brine solution, in free form) being
released from IDOH properties into the environment.” It is disappointing to discover that
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the only change to this critical Operating Procedure policy in eight years was the
acronym of the agency -- from IDOH to INDOT.
The statement following that quoted above (in both versions) allows “heavier
concentrations [to] be emitted only into sanitary sewer lines or flowing streams when the
dilution level prior to leaving IDOH (INDOT) property would exceed 1000.” As stated
in the earlier study’s report, the Indiana Water Quality Standards establishes a limit of
860 ppm [now 750 ppm] NOT 1000 ppm for chloride concentration in point-source
effluent, even to flowing streams.21 Further, outside the mixing zone of the flowing
stream, the average four-day chloride concentration cannot exceed 230 ppm.

The

statement encouraging “piping runoff into streams” that occupy state rights of way and
others “near enough to be economically practical and large enough to be environmentally
acceptable,” should be deleted from Operating Procedure 22 -- intentionally discharging
any contaminant to the waters of the state without a permit is a federal and state
regulatory violation.
 The Lucas Memorandum is an attempt to address all of the performance
elements comprising snow and ice operations.

As such, it serves as an excellent

foundation document to expand into a snow and ice operations manual. The topics
addressed, briefly, in this memorandum include: off-season salt delivery; fall preparation
for first snow and ice call-out; containment and use of liquids used to spray loads; preseason site inspections; salt loading and spraying; salt removal from salt bed and truck

21

Table 1: Water Quality Criteria for Specific Substances, p. 8 (IAC 327 2-1-6)
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prior to washing; salt bed and truck washing; post-season salt storage building area and
equipment inspections and maintenance; and emergency spill plan procedures.
Another policy, the Greenfield District Liquid Chemical Application Policy,
(December 2001), is a very comprehensive treatment of procedures and best practices for
brinemaking and brine application [anti-icing]. The department should review the policy,
modify it, if necessary, for relevance to statewide application, and issue it as an Operating
Procedure.
Structural BMPs
Structural BMPs have been installed at most INDOT facilities to reduce the offsite
impacts of contaminated stormwater/washwater migration. Few BMPs were designed
into the construction of new facilities until two or three years ago. Prior to that time and
currently at “old” facilities, the design and installation of structural BMPs was an
independent, facility-initiated undertaking little influenced by the central office or, in
some districts, the district office
INDOT Facilities Management also now has standard specifications for new salt
storage buildings with sufficient area for sand storage and salt/sand mixing/loading
indoors and for brine making, storage and bulk tank loading outdoors on a pad protected
with secondary containment. Other specifications exist for extended roofs to old salt
domes to provide a protected area for mixing/loading and for replacement of smaller salt
storage facilities.
The design and specification of structural BMPs must originate in the central office
- certainly with input from field personnel - and adherence to the specification must be
required, not merely recommended or strongly encouraged. Too many facilities exhibit
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stormwater/washwater collection/discharge problems exacerbated by years of wellintentioned but, too often, poorly designed engineering projects.
The department needs to conduct a facility-by-facility assessment of stormwater
BMP needs. The needs of each facility can then be characterized and categorized,
probably, by one of no more than ten facility BMP typologies. The results of the
assessment will allow the design of standard BMP specifications to fit the needs of all
facilities - with, perhaps, minor modifications - in that typology. A previous version of a
survey questionnaire has been recommended for use twice before to Environmental
Services staff and is included in this report as Appendix J, again, with the
recommendation that the survey be implemented. This questionnaire does not duplicate
information gathered from the earlier 1998 “NPDES Survey” or the subsequent (and
partial) surveys performed in some, but not all, districts by Environmental Services
personnel.
The Need for Stormwater/Washwater BMPs
Surface Stormwater Runoff
Much of the impact from surface stormwater/meltwater runoff can be significantly
reduced by removing contaminants from the path of the sheet flow and point discharges.
This means that the salt/sand mixing/loading area is swept clean after each load or the
area is bermed to contain the material until it can be cleaned or the mixing/loading is
performed inside the salt storage facility or under a roof. This means that containers of
petroleum and liquid wastes stored outdoors are on a roofed pad enclosed by secondary
containment.

This means that herbicide and paint mixing and loading is done in

designated, bermed areas, preferably on a pad, and that any spill or residue is
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immediately cleaned up. This means that right-of-way trash and construction debris is
taken to a permitted landfill and not allowed to accumulate on site. This means that salt
bed washing is done in a washbay, not outdoors, and that salt bed oiling, paint chipping
and painting - if performed at the salt bed rack - is done with the ground protected by a
tarpaulin.
Other than the construction of bermed pads, which have and can be done by facility
personnel, none of these BMPs require the design or purchase and installation of a
control device; these BMPs are operating procedures, similar to Operating Procedure 22,
which require only development, review, distribution and enforcement (supervision).
Naturally-occurring stormwater runoff from the surface of INDOT facilities doesn’t need
to be controlled and doesn’t require a state stormwater permit if it doesn’t contain
contaminants. And it won’t contain contaminants if it doesn’t contact materials that are
the source of contamination.
Shop Floor Drain Effluent Discharge
At facilities that do not discharge shop floor drain effluent to a POTW, the most
common BMP for intercepting some contaminants from entering stormwater or
washwater is an oil/water separator. Oil/water separators are effective at removing nonsoluble oil and other petroleum products, but do not remove substance in solution, such
as antifreeze and chlorides from road salt. At some facilities, the oil/water separator is
connected to a tank, catch basin or holding pond where the washbay effluent collects
before being conveyed offsite.
Shop floor drains should be segregated from washbay drains and the flow should
terminate at the oil/water separator or, beyond, at a holding tank. Shop floor drains are
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intended to capture any spills of automotive fluids occurring during vehicle maintenance.
No other liquids, including washwater, should be allowed to enter the drain.

The

hazardous waste or liquids recycling contractor can pump the contents of the separator or
the holding tank, when needed.
Most districts centralize vehicle repair and maintenance at a subdistrict or district
shop. Contamination of facility storm water discharge will be most prevalent in districts
where this policy is not in effect or is not enforced.
Another preventive measure is to plug shop floor drains and operate a “dry shop,”
using absorbent materials to clean-up spills. This is strongly recommended for facilities
that do not have and will not be purchasing an oil/water separator in the near future.
Washbay Effluent Discharge
Washbay effluent is used as make-up solution for brinemaking at approximately 12
INDOT facilities. At some of these and a few others, some of the effluent is captured to
“spray the load” of salt/sand mix and/or to fill saddle tanks for spraying the mix as it
passes through the salt spreader. Only 52 of the 160-plus INDOT maintenance facilities
(about 33 percent) are connected to POTWs for discharge of washwater, so the control
and disposition of washwater is a critical issue.
Catch basins, settling tanks and holding ponds have been installed at a few facilities
to capture washwater. These are effective for removing most suspended particles, but
nothing else, and certainly not solubles, such as chloride. Structures of this type at
INDOT facilities are usually fitted with an inverted “J” tube to drain the overflow (and
the precipitation that has collected) to a pipe or other conveyance and, then, offsite.
BMP Options for Washbay Effluent
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If sources of contaminants are removed from the path of surface area stormwater
runoff and if shop floor drains are connected to oil/water separators and/or holding tanks
or plugged, the remaining challenge for INDOT facilities is to properly contain and
control washbay effluent from leaving the site. The available options are:
1. reduce the sources of potential contamination throughout the state by
centralizing saltbed and truck washing at facilities already connected to POTWs
amenable to accepting brine discharge;
2. connect every truck washing facility to an amenable POTW;
3. install brinemaking at every truck washing facility so washwater can be used as
“make-up” solution;
4. contain wash water in holding tanks and haul to an amenable POTW;
5. line existing and newly constructed holding ponds with a clay layer or plastic
impervious liner and design the structure to hold the maximum volume of
meltwater, washwater and precipitation that can conceivably collect while
evaporation is depended upon to reduce the volume (no overflow is allowed).
The costs and operational considerations of the above options are:
1. Costs:
Cost per mile for operating INDOT salt trucks are $2.63 per hour for single axle
and $2.86 per hour for tandem axle, including labor, labor additive, depreciation
and fuel based on the vehicle traveling 20 miles in an hour. (From Jerry
Halperin, Program Coordinator, INDOT Operations Support Division, E-mail
July 31, 2002).
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Assumptions: each of the 7 salt trucks at a Unit is washed 14 times during the
snow/ice season. Each truck is driven 20 miles to a facility with washbay
connection to a POTW and 20 miles back to the Unit, for a total of 40 miles.
Some of the trucks are single axle and some are tandem, so a mean of $2.75 per
mile is used.
Therefore: $2.75 x 40 x 7 x 14 = $10,780 per 7-truck Unit per snow and ice
season.
Considerations: POTWs to which washing facilities are connected may have
imposed limits on the volume of washwater or the levels of chloride and
cyanide discharged from the facility. Washing facilities may be at such a
distance from the others that moving trucks for washing is inconvenient or
impractical, regardless of the cost.
2. Costs:
Assumptions:
Each of the 7 salt trucks at a Unit is washed 14 times during the snow/ice
season. Each wash requires 230 gallons of water. Each Unit, then, generates
22,540 gallons of washwater per S/I season (7 trucks x 14 washes x 230
gallons). The single truck equivalent is 3,220 gallons of washwater per S/I
season. (From April 2001 Survey of District Environmental Coordinators)
Connecting to POTW (Source: David Wagner, Millennium Environmental)
-

pipe: $30-$50/foot (12-18” line) for excavation and installation. A
force main at the facility would allow a 6” pipe if no other connections
were made.
manholes: $1,500 each every 300-400 feet (not necessary with a force
main)
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-

pumping station: $7,500-$30,000. The cost varies with the flow
requirements (gals. per minute): the lower the flow, the less the cost.
discharge fee: $3-$5/1,000 gallons (For 25,000 gallons/season, the cost
is $75 - $125)
average distance of 19 facility locations not currently connected, to
nearest POTW less than 3.5 miles: 2.3 miles (There are 14 other facility
locations that average 6.4 miles from the nearest POTW)

Costs/Unit
- pipe: 12” pipe, 2.3 miles @ $30/ft.
- manholes: 2.3 miles/400 ft = 28 x $1,500
- pumping station: metered flow
Estimate

$342,720
42,000
10,000
$394,720

Considerations: POTWs may not allow washwater discharge, regardless that it
is not harmful to the system. Costs of extending the line might be shared with
other dischargers. A few facilities are at too great a distance from a POTW and
others are in a remote location that makes connection impractical.
3. Costs:
Brinemaking and Brine Application
Capital Equipment
Pressure sprayer and parts
Brinemakers (2), brine tanks (3), fill
station (2), plumbing kit (2), freight
Brine sprayers (2), recirculation
kits (2), vertical tanks (2)
Non-Capital Equipment
Assorted plumbing materals
Sump pump (2)
Hydrometers (10)
External Services
Plumbing
Electrical
Total

Total

Approx. Cost/
Facility

$ 3,665

$ 1,833

$18,494

$ 9,247

$20,294

$10,147

$
$
$

$
$
$

500
300
206

250
150
103

$ 2,100
$ 3,000

$ 1,050
$ 1,500

$48,559

$24,280

From: Table, “Current To-Date Project Non-Labor Expenditure Figures,” INDOT
Winter Salt Truck Wash Water Reuse Implementation Study. James E. Alleman,
Professor of Environmental Engineering, School of Civil Engineering, Purdue
University. Memorandum (May 21, 2002) to Dr. Barry Partridge, Director, INDOT
Division of Research. Reference is to brinemaking and brine application equipment
installed at Bainbridge and Bluffton during winter 2001-2002.
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Considerations: Proper brine application requires real-time information about
meteorological conditions, which cannot be accessed, yet, in some districts.
The cost of brinemaking equipment is affordable, but the cost of a brine
application unit for every truck that would normally carry salt may be
prohibitive. Some districts will continue to spread salt/sand mix, requiring
saltbed and truck washing capability.
4. Costs:
Assumptions:
Each of the 7 salt trucks at a Unit is washed 14 times during the snow/ice
season. Each wash requires 230 gallons of water. Each Unit, then, generates
22,540 gallons of washwater per S/I season (7 trucks x 14 washes x 230
gallons). The single truck equivalent is 3,220 gallons of washwater per S/I
season. (From April 2001 Survey of District Environmental Coordinators)
Store and Haul (Source:
Specialties, Grimes, IA)
-

Heritage Environmental Services and Sprayer

Cost per load: 0-30 miles - $260/5,000 gallons (bulk)
Storage tank: Polyethylene (upright, free-standing, no supports)
1,000 gals.
$ 300
2,500 gals.
$ 600
5,000 gals.
$1,756

Costs/Unit
- Hauling 25,000 gallons/S/I season
@ $260 per 5,000 gallons w/in 30 miles
$1,300
- Storage tank (5,000 gal.)
$1,756
- Pipe and fittings to connect to washbay; plumbing
and electrical services
$4,000
Estimate
$7,056
Considerations: This is the most cost effective option for facilities that (1)
cannot afford to connect to a POTW; (2) cannot discharge washbay effluent to a
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POTW because of prohibitions; (3) will install brinemaking equipment and can
use washwater as “make-up” solution or (4) will continue to spread road salt for
all or some snow/ice events. INDOT vacuum trucks or bulk tank trucks (with a
pump), if available, could be used to reduce hauling costs. Some POTWs will
not accept transported liquids. A milk-run” (pick-up service) could possibly be
arranged with bulk transporters in each district, if amenable POTWs can be
located.
5. Costs:
Assumptions:
The holding pond will need to contain a volume of 25,000 gallons of washwater
(3,250 ft3) generated by a 7-truck Unit (see Assumptions in 4., above), plus
precipitation, plus stormwater/meltwater in-flow if the pond is not bermed.
The mean annual precipitation in Indiana is 2.86” (.24’).

The surface

dimensions of the pond would need to be at least 25’ x 25’ (if 5’ deep) to
contain the washwater; therefore, the volume of precipitation could be as much
as 150 ft3. (.24’ x 25’ x 25’)
The volume of stormwater/meltwater in-flow to the pond (if not bermed) from
an estimated 1,000 ft2 area surrounding the pond could be as much as 240 ft3.
(.24’ x 1,000 ft2)
The holding pond should be sized to hold at least 3,600 ft3 (27,700 gallons) of
washwater, precipitation and stormwater in-flow per 12-month period.
The cost of constructing (primarily excavating) a holding pond is estimated to
be $0.40/ft3.

The cost of lining the pond adds $0.10/ft3.
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[From:

Rick

Rampone, Earthtech, Indianapolis, through Drew Bender, J. F. New and
Associates, Indianapolis. Telephone conversation August 2, 2002].
At $0.50/ft3 for excavating and lining a holding pond with a capacity of at least
3,600 ft3, the estimated total cost is $1,800.
Considerations: The holding pond has to be sized to hold the maximum volume
of washbay effluent, surface area stormwater/meltwater runoff (unless the pond
is bermed) and precipitation (roofing over a holding pond retards evaporation).
Difficulties are encountered removing sediment from any holding pond, but
especially one lined with plastic. Unless properly maintained, holding ponds
can collect debris and serve as a harbor for algae blooms, wild fowl and reptiles,
none of which are desirable inhabitants of an INDOT maintenance facility.
The attractive cost of constructing a holding pond as a BMP must be weighed
against the costs of cleaning and maintenance and the potential for groundwater
contamination via a perforated or breached liner. Also, evaporation cannot be
relied on to reduce the total volume contained because it is periodically
replenished by precipitation. Prohibiting any discharge from a pond will mean
that the contents will need to be pumped and hauled to an amenable POTW
every other year; a longer cycle will increase the probability that no POTW
would accept the contents because of the increased brine concentration.
Alternatively, the unevaporated content can be pumped to tanks, if available,
and used as brine makeup solution or hauled to another facility for this purpose.
Other BMPs for Facilities and Highways
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Appendix K is a CD-Rom prepared by project staff that includes 23 distinct internet
and CD-Rom documents and their hyperlinks from federal, other state, private and other
public sources.

It is probably the most complete compendium of stormwater

management documents available in this form. The index to the CD-Rom documents is
printed below and is included in Appendix K. The Water Quality and GIS Bibliography
of references used in this study, including many of those in the CD-Rom, is found in this
report as Appendix L.
Index to CD-ROM Stormwater Management Documents
California Department of Transportation Construction Site BMPs Manual
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/construc/Construction_Site_BMPs.pdf
California Department of Transportation Statewide Storm Water Management Plan
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/env/stormwater/special/final_swmp/final_swmp.pdf
California Department of Transportation Statewide Storm Water Management Plan Revised 2002
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/env/stormwater/annual_report/_swmp/swmp.htm
California Department of Transportation Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) and Water Pollution Control Program (WPCP) Preparation Manual
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/construc/SWPPP_WPCP_Preparation.pdf
California Environmental Protection Agency Model Urban Runoff Program
http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/stormwtr/murp.html
City of Indianapolis Drainage Design Standards and Specifications Manual (Chapters
100 & 700)
http://www.indygov.org/dpw/amend_chp100_chp700.pdf
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Indiana Drainage Handbook
http://www.ai.org/dnr/water/DrainageHandbook/
Management of Runoff From Surface Transportation Facilities Synthesis and Research
Plan - National Cooperative Highway Research Program
http://trb.org/trb/publications/nchrp/nchrp_w37.pdf
Managing Storm Water Runoff to Prevent Contamination of Drinking Water-– EPA
Office of Water
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/dwa/electronic/swp/stormwater.pdf
Managing Vehicle Washing to Prevent Contamination of Drinking Water - EPA Office of
Water
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/dwa/electronic/swp/vehicle.pdf
Measurable Goals Guidance for Phase II Small MS4s - EPA Office of Wastewater
Management
http://www.epa.gov/npdes/stormwater/measurablegoals/index.htm
Methodology for Analysis of Detention Basins for Control of Urban Runoff Quality - EPA
Office of Research and Development
http://www.epa.gov/ednnrmrl/repository/epa-440-5-87-001/index.html
National Conference on Retrofit Opportunities for Water Resource Protection in Urban
Environments Proceedings
National Menu of Best Management Practices for Storm Water Phase II - EPA Office of
Wastewater Management
http://www.epa.gov/npdes/menuofbmps/menu.htm
National Stormwater Best Management Practices (BMP) Database
http://www.bmpdatabase.org/
Storm Water Phase II Compliance Assistance Guide – EPA Office of Water
http://www.epa.gov/npdes/pubs/comguide.pdf
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Stormwater Pollution Prevention Handbook - Ontario Ministry of Environment
http://www.ene.gov.on.ca/envision/water/stormwaterPPH.htm
Techniques for Tracking, Evaluating, and Reporting the Implementation of Nonpoint
Source Control Measures - Urban - EPA Office of Water
http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps/urban.pdf
Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds – Natural Resources Conservation Service,
USDA
http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/water/quality/common/tr55/tr55.html
Use of Ponds for BMPs
http://www.forester.net/sw_0107_use.html
Washington State Department of Transportation Highway Runoff Manual
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/fasc/EngineeringPublications/Manuals/Highway.pdf
Washington State Department of Transportation Storm Water Management Plan
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/eesc/environmental/programs/hazwqec/docs/SWMP1.pdf
Wisconsin Storm Water Manual
1. Overview and screening criteria
http://www1.uwex.edu/ces/pubs/pdf/G3691_1.PDF
2. Hydrology
http://www1.uwex.edu/ces/pubs/pdf/G3691_2.PDF
3. Infiltration basins and trenches
http://www1.uwex.edu/ces/pubs/pdf/G3691_3.PDF
4. Wet detention basins
http://www1.uwex.edu/ces/pubs/pdf/G3691_4.PDF
5. Artificial wetland storm water management systems
http://www1.uwex.edu/ces/pubs/pdf/G3691_5.PDF
6. Filter strips
http://www1.uwex.edu/ces/pubs/pdf/G3691_6.PDF
7. Grassed swales
http://www1.uwex.edu/ces/pubs/pdf/G3691_7.PDF
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Evaluating Stormwater BMPs
INDOT personnel should evaluate the application of both structural and nonstructural BMPs to maintenance facility and highway operations. A deficiency with most
of the documents listed in the CD-ROM is the lack of cost data. Various states (e.g.,
Georgia, Wisconsin, California, Virginia) are currently conducting studies designed to
test the effectiveness of various structural BMPs and investigate the costs of design or
purchase, as well as installation and maintenance.
An excellent source of construction project BMP cost/benefit information is the
EPA Proposed Rule, “Effluent Limitation Guidelines and New Source Performance
Standards for the Construction and Development Category.” (June 7, 2002 Federal
Register). The options presented address storm water discharges from construction,
including highway construction, sites. The proposed rule, which will apply to INDOT
and

its

contactors

when

finalized,

is

http://www.epa.gove/waterscience/guide/construction, and includes:

available

at

Description of

Available Technologies (Section VIII), Determination of Best Practicable Control
Technology Currently Available (Section X), Methodology for Estimating Costs (Section
XI), and Cost Effectiveness Analysis (Section XIII).
INDOT’s evaluation of structural BMPs for controlling storm water contamination
and/or flow from facilities and highways needs to be a coordinated effort between the
appropriate personnel in the central office and those in the districts who will have the onsite opportunity to install and evaluate such control devices.
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) includes as Appendix B to
its Statewide Storm Water Management Plan (August 2000), included in the CD-ROM in
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Appendix K, a model for BMP evaluation and approval procedures. The general criteria
for evaluating “candidate” BMPs are the following:
1. Relative Effectiveness: A recommended BMP should generally demonstrate
equal or greater pollution control benefits than existing practices. Effectiveness
is assessed in terms of specific pollutants of concern (e.g., sediment or trash) or
groups of pollutants.
2. Technical Feasibility:

A recommended BMP must be technically feasible.

Caltrans must be able to implement the BMP within the context of the state
highway system. Feasibility also includes health and safety concerns. BMPs
that substantially increase the risk to Caltrans workers or the public will be
considered not feasible.
3. Costs and Benefits: The pollution control benefits must have a reasonable
relationship to the costs.
4. Legal and Institutional Constraints:

The recommended BMP cannot

compromise Caltrans compliance with other laws or with its mission. For
example, Caltrans must provide drainage under roadways at regular intervals to
prevent water from accumulating upgradient and threatening the integrity of the
roadbed.

Caltrans cannot block these drainage systems even if they carry

pollutants from non-Caltrans properties (e.g., runoff from farmland).
As BMPs are evaluated, Caltrans assigns each one to a specific group:
1. Approved: These BMPs have been approved by Caltrans for implementation.
Implementation is dependent on conditions/applicability of deployment
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described as part of the BMP. In some cases, the conditions of deployment
include regional factors.
2. Further research needed: Statewide implementation of BMPs in this grouping is
deferred, unless noted otherwise, until further research is completed.
3. Rejected: These BMPs have been evaluated and rejected.
The BMP categories for roadways and facilities maintenance used by Caltrans
include:
1. Flexible pavement (asphalt) maintenance and repair activities;
2. Rigid pavement (concrete) maintenance and repair activities;
3. Maintenance/repair of slopes, drainage, vegetation and other elements of the
storm water drainage system;
4. Roadbed litter and debris removal;
5. Landscaping activities, including chemical and mechanical weed control;
6. Bridge maintenance activities;
7. Pump maintenance activities;
8. Traffic control equipment maintenance/repair
9. Roadway delineation and pavement marking activities;
10. Snow and ice control;
11. Emergency maintenance of roadways;
12. Management and support, including vehicle maintenance, fueling and washing,
building maintenance, materials storage, wastes storage, road maintenance
debris storage.
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Other major category groupings include:
1. Design of pollution prevention controls;
2. Construction site BMPs;
3. Storm water treatment BMPs.
The roadways and facilities maintenance BMP sub-categories are particularly
germane to this study. The descriptions of each sub-category are relevant to the Good
Housekeeping and Pollution Prevention Minimum Control Measure strategies that
INDOT will need to include in its Storm Water Quality Management Plan.

The

subcategories and their descriptions follow:
Building and Grounds Maintenance
Permanent maintenance facilities require building and grounds maintenance.
Building and grounds maintenance includes care of landscaped areas around each
facility, cleaning of parking areas and pavements other than areas of industrial
activity, and maintenance of the storm water drainage system. Minimization of
water use, proper handling and disposal of waste collected and wash waters used
during building and grounds maintenance, and immediate cleanup of spills are key
elements in the protection of storm water quality.
Storage of Hazardous Materials (Working Stock)
Maintenance facilities store a variety of products that may be harmful to the
environment if they come into contact with surface waters. This BMP is intended
to reduce the potential for the discharge of materials from hazardous materials
storage sites to drainage systems or watercourses by minimizing exposure of the
materials to storm water and by safeguarding against accidental release of materials.
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Material Storage Controls (Hazardous Waste)
Maintenance facilities store a variety of products that may be harmful to the
environment if they come into contact with surface waters. This BMP is intended
to reduce the potential for the discharge of hazardous waste from hazardous waste
storage sites to drainage systems or watercourses by providing safeguards against
accidental releases and by minimizing exposure to the hazardous waste to storm
water. Hazardous waste is to be stored on paved surfaces to the extent possible and
spill cleanup supplies will be available at storage sites.
Outdoor Storage of Raw Materials
Maintenance facilities (and activities based out of maintenance facilities) store a
variety of products that may be harmful to the environment if they come into
contact with storm water runoff. This BMP is intended to reduce the potential for
the discharge of products from outdoor raw material storage sites to storm water
drainage systems or watercourses by minimizing exposure of the products to storm
water.

Storage areas are to be located to avoid runoff to drain inlets or

watercourses. Storage areas are to be regularly inspected and good housekeeping
practices will be promoted.
Vehicle and Equipment Fueling
When vehicle and equipment fueling takes place at a maintenance facility, there is
the potential for fuel to be leaked or spilled at the site. The procedures for vehicle
and equipment fueling are designed to minimize contact between storm water
runoff and spilled fuel, oil or other leaked vehicle fluids at equipment fueling areas.
Spill cleanup supplies are to be kept near fueling areas to contain spills. Fueling
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instructions must be posted and pumps will be equipped with automatic and manual
shutoff valves. Staff are to avoid hosing off the area and should use “dry shop”
cleaning practices instead.
Vehicle and Equipment Pressure Washing
When vehicle and equipment pressure washing is conducted at a maintenance
facility, it is essential that the wash water not be discharged to the drainage system.
Alternative disposal methods include recycling or discharge to a sanitary sewer
system.

Proper vehicle and equipment pressure washing minimizes contact

between storm water runoff and the equipment washing area and ensures that the
wash water is not discharged to drainage systems or watercourses. Washing is to
occur in designated areas and runoff will be contained.
Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance and Repair
Vehicle and equipment maintenance and repairs may include vehicle fluid removal,
engine and parts cleaning, body repair and painting. The BMPs for this activity are
intended to reduce the discharge of potential pollutants from areas in which vehicle
maintenance and repair activities are conducted by employing controls that
minimize contact between storm water and the activity areas and products used in
each activity.
Aboveground and Underground Tank Leak and Spill Control
Maintenance facilities may utilize aboveground storage tanks for storage of bulk
quantities of liquids.

Often the liquids stored are potentially harmful to the

environment. This BMP is intended to reduce the discharge of potential pollutants
to drainage systems or watercourses from storage tanks by installing safeguards
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against accidental releases (including spills or overflows from bulk fueling of
underground fuel storage tanks). Tanks will be routinely inspected and maintained.
Spill Prevention Controls and Countermeasures (SPCC) Plans are developed for
prevention of and responding to accidental releases. Spill supplies are to be stored
near aboveground tanks. Rain water in secondary contaminant is to be inspected or
tested before it is discharged. Drain valves are closed after releasing clean rain
water.
INDOT personnel should access and review the documents included in the CDROM in Appendix K. Much can be learned from California and other states.
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Objective 5: to recommend procedures and policies for decommissioning facilities
prior to their closure and relocation [and investigating sites for possible location of
INDOT facilities]
Introduction
The unbracketed portion of this topic heading was included in the previous JTRP
study (Indiana SPR-2341) and the recommended policy was included in that report as
Appendix B and is included in this report as Appendix M. Further research of the topic
in the interim and the relevance of the recommended environmental site assessment
procedures for investigating non-INDOT property as potential sites for INDOT facilities
[the bracketed portion] prompted the inclusion and expansion of the Objective in this
report.
The Environmental Site Assessment and ASTM Phase I and II ESA Standards
The recommended policy, cited above, included in its procedures reference to a
“Phase I and II Environmental Site Assessment,” but did not provide the proper
attribution to the ASTM Standards. That omission is corrected in the footnote below.22
The use of both the Phase I and II assessments are recommended in the policy and
that recommendation remains, with some clarification added. First, both Phase I and II
processes are “intended to constitute all appropriate inquiry into the previous ownership
and uses of a property to determine whether hazardous substances or

22

ASTM E 1527-00, “Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment Process” (current edition is July 2000, last edition was E
1527-97)
ASTM E 1903-97, “Standard Guide for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase II
Environmental Site Assessment Process” (February 1998)
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petroleum products have been disposed or released there, in order to satisfy one element
of the innocent purchaser defense to CERCLA liability.” [underline added]23
The terms “hazardous substances” are underlined above to focus attention on a
limitation of the ASTM Standards; that “some substances may be present on a property in
quantities and under conditions that may lead to contamination of the property or of
nearby properties but are not included in CERCLA’s definition of hazardous substances
[42USC§9601(14)] or do not otherwise present potential CERCLA liability. In any case,
they are beyond the scope of this practice.”24 The decommissioning policy recommended
in the previous and in this study report intended to overcome the limited application of
the ASTM Standards by defining “hazardous substances” as including “salt, salt/sand
mix, and salt brine, with or without wetting agents [e.g., magnesium chloride]; also any
chemicals classified as hazardous materials, hazardous waste and petroleum products.”
This broader definition, then, allows the investigation of impacts of non-CERCLA
hazardous substances, such as lead (from lead-based paint), asbestos, salt and other
substances that could have been used by, stored at, or were part of the construction of
facilities located on, the property.
The broader definition, if adopted, also compels a more thorough investigation by
INDOT’s site assessment contractors who may be employed to assess a potential site for
a future facility.

23
24

1. Scope, Phase II Standard, February 1998
12. Non-Scope Considerations, Phase I Standard (February 2000)
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Currently, Phase I and/or II assessments of potential sites are conducted only when
there is the suspicion of contamination.25 An argument can be made that if there is a
suspicion of contamination, INDOT should abandon any consideration of that site: the
costs of the assessment and the potential clean-up and liability may exceed that of another
suitable property.
The continued use of Phase I and II site assessments for selecting a property or prior
to closing a facility requires a thorough understanding of the purposes and limitations of
each Standard. An environmental professional, contracted to INDOT to perform a Phase
I and, if requested, Phase II assessment, could, according to these Standards, provide
INDOT with a favorable report, yet, because of the limited scope of the Standards,
INDOT could dispose of or purchase a property that had serious contamination problems.
For example, the ASTM publication, “Technical Aspects of Phase I/II Environmental
Site Assessments,” states that: “Phase II ESAs are not intended to be full site
characterizations. The main reason that the client requests a Phase II ESA is that the
information available up to this point [from the Phase I ESA report] is not sufficient to
reach a business decision.”26

The environmental assessment is paramount in these

standards to the “business decision.” The “business decision” is important to INDOT as
well -- should it purchase a property, or should it dispose (sell, transfer) a property -- but
INDOT’s liability exposure and the potential cost of site remediation [e.g., Valparaiso
Subdistrict] to a taxpayer-supported entity mandates that a full site characterization,
before purchase or disposal of property, be conducted.

25

Telephone conversation with Steve McAvoy, INDOT Facilities Management, April 1, 2002
Zdenek Hejzlar. American Society for Testing and Materials, West Conshohocken, PA (1999).
pp.99-100.

26
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An Alternative Environmental Site Assessment Method
The Indiana Department of Environmental Management has invested considerable
personnel and other resources in the development of the “RISC User’s Guide” and “RISC
Technical Guide”27 and both are recognized as excellent documents.

The RISC

Investigation Report is submitted to IDEM when the Office of Land Quality requires a
remediation program for a contaminated site. The reader’s immediate reaction may be
that to assume that each site to be purchased or sold/transferred is contaminated is to
establish a threshold well beyond reality.

The format of the investigation report,

however, requires information that has been suggested previously should be documented.
And, significantly, much of the information, if not known, is retrievable from the GIS
database maps included in this report as Appendix B.
As stated in the User’s Guide, “the goal of the investigation report is to fully define
the vertical and horizontal nature and extent of contamination based on land use-specific
closure values [levels].”28 With the additional IDEM “oversight” of INDOT activities
prompted by the NPDES Storm Water regulations, the procedures for closing an INDOT
facility will need to be much more rigorous, especially if contamination of ground or
surface water is known or suspected.

Industrial facilities possessing an NPDES

wastewater permit are required to notify IDEM, prior to closure, of any suspected site
contamination from industrial activities.

INDOT facilities in non-MS4 areas will

probably be permitted under the same type of permit. And the same provision will
probably be included in the statewide NPDES Stormwater permit to cover facilities in
27

Available at www.in.gov/idem/land/risc/
“RISC User’s Guide,” Indiana Department of Environmental Management, Office of
Land Quality. September 20, 2000. Appendix 1, p. A.1-2.
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MS4 areas.

The “decommissioning” and “site investigation” policy and procedures

INDOT adopts now can be considered a Best Management Practice and presented to
IDEM to demonstrate its proactive stance with respect to compliance with NPDES
requirements.
The RISC Investigation Report format (with minor modifications) is included
below and as a separate document in Appendix N to this report. Information available
from this study’s GIS database maps is designated “(GIS)” in the version below.
I.

Introduction

A.

Project Identification
1. Site name, facility identification numbers(s),
mailing address, and telephone number
2. Site location clearly marked on appropriate U.S.
Geological Survey 1:24,000 scale topographic
quadrangle map (GIS)
3. Current owner and operator, mailing address, and
telephone number
4. Site contact person or group responsible for the
investigation

B.

Overview of Current Contamination Conditions
1. Date the spill(s), release(s), or other contamination(s)
occurred or was discovered
2. How the spill(s), release(s), or other contamination(s)
was discovered
3. Remediation or product recovery measures already
taken, including the following:
a. Volume of product(s) recovered
b. Name of product(s) recovered
4. Suspected source(s) of the spill(s), release(s), or other
contamination(s)
5. Estimated volume(s) of the spill(s), release(s), or
other contamination(s)
6. Approximate area(s) impacted
7. Date the incident(s) was reported to IDEM and resulting
incident number (if assigned)
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8. Existing deed restrictions, land-use restrictions, or
environmental notice limitations
II.

Site Background and Baseline Project Assessment

A.

Site History
1. Type of facility, including description of past and
current operations
2. Hazardous materials used or stored on site
3. Site ownership and operational history
4. Site spill, release, and contamination history
5. Previously completed investigations, including the
following:
a. Reasons for previously completed investigations
b. Current status of site conditions that prompted
or initiated previously completed investigations
6. Potential chemical(s) of concern

B.

Geographic Information
1. Political geographic data
a. County name(s)
b. Political township names(s)
c. Section (1/4, 1/4, 1/4), township, and range
locations (GIS)
d. Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
coordinates (GIS)
2. Physical geographic data
a. Topography and surface water flow and
drainage patterns (GIS)
b. Nearby surface waters (including wetlands and
surface drainage ways) (GIS)
c. Nearby floodways and flood plains (GIS)

C.

Geologic Information
1. Surficial and unconsolidated geology
a. Surface soil descriptions from U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) (GIS)
b. Type(s) of unconsolidated material (GIS)
c. Thickness of unconsolidated material (GIS)
2. Bedrock geology
a. Depth to bedrock (GIS)
b. Type of bedrock (GIS)
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3.

D.

c. Description of primary and secondary structural
features, such as fractures, jointings, and
solution cavities, that could impact contaminant
migration and remediation efforts (GIS)
d. Current status or future potential of aquifer
underlying site as primary source aquifer (GIS)
Hydrogeology
a. Identification of regional aquifer(s) (GIS)
b. Identification, location, and copies of the
Indiana Department of Natural ResourcesDivision of Water (IDNR-DOW) well records
for all municipal water supply wells and other
high-capacity (greater than 70-gallon per
minute [gpm] yield) wells within a 2-mile radius
of the site (GIS)
c. Identification, location, and copies of IDNRDOW records for low-volume (less than 70-gpm
yield) wells within a 1-mile radius of the site (GIS)
d. Regional depth to ground water and seasonal
fluctuations (GIS)
e. Regional ground water flow direction(s) and
gradient(s) (GIS)
f. Summary of existing site specific data
g. Other information, as necessary or appropriate

Ecologic Information
1. Potentially affected species of flora and fauna (GIS)
2. Potentially affected species of flora and fauna on the
Endangered Species List as published by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and IDNR (GIS)
3. Potential or observed effects of contamination on
Vegetation or wildlife populations (GIS)

E.

Preliminary Evaluation of Potentially Susceptible Areas
1. Drinking water source and wellhead protection areas (GIS)
2. Geologically susceptible areas, such as surface water
bodies, karst bedrock areas, and other areas (GIS)
3. Socially susceptible areas, such as schools, parks, and
hospitals (GIS)
4. Ecologically susceptible areas that include habitats of
concern, such as wetlands, caves, and parklands (GIS)

F.

Preliminary Evaluation of Possible Chemicals of Concern
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1. Listed or actual chemical(s) of concern, including those
with a Hazards Category, those listed on Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), and others
2. Suspected chemical(s) of concern based on site
operational history
3. Description of hazards categories present
4. Copies of all MSDSs
G.

Preliminary Evaluation of Potential Contaminant Transport
Mechanisms
1. Discussion of surface water runoff (nonpoint mechanism)
2. Transport mechanisms to surface water, such as
drainage ditches, storm sewers, and underground utility
trenches
3. Discussion of ground water flow
4. Transport mechanisms to ground water, such as well
bores, sewers, underground utility trenches, and karst
features (GIS - some)
5. Other transport mechanisms, such as windblown
particulates and physical tracking of soil by people,
animals, or machinery

H.

Preliminary Evaluation of Potential Human Exposure Pathways
1. Inhalation exposure pathway
2. Ingestion exposure pathway
3. Dermal absorption exposure pathway

I.

Preliminary Evaluation of Potential Ecological Exposure Pathways
1. Potential impacts to aquatic life
2. Potential impacts to wildlife and vegetation

J.

Identification of Existing Data Gaps that Must Be Addressed in
the Site Investigation(s)
1. Site-specific geologic information
2. Site-specific hydrogeologic information
3. Site-specific ecologic information

K.

Supporting Documentation

Full bibliographic information must be provided in the references for all
documents used, referenced, and cited.
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1. Previous applicable reports prepared for the site or the
project
2. Available data and other applicable documentation
regarding either the site or the project
3. Conceptual site model(s)
L.

Maps and Figures

All maps, figures, drawings, cross-sections, aerial photographs,
and other such information must be submitted in Appendix B of
the investigation report or work plan. The maps, drawings, and
other items must include suitable scales, compass directions, and
clearly illustrated legends. Figures must also be provided for
sites where the current conditions do not accurately reflect
conditions that existed at the time of the spill or release because
of building renovations, underground storage tank (UST) system
upgrades and other changes. All maps and information on the
maps must be legible and reproducible. Maps and figures should
provide the information listed below.
1. Site location clearly on indicated U.S. Geological
Survey 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle map(s)
(GIS)
2. Current as well as past locations of physical features
of the site, including the following:
a. Property lines
b. Building outlines
c. Sidewalks
d. Buildings with basements
e. Underground and overhead utility lines
f. Raw materials and bulk storage areas
g. Aboveground storage tanks
h. USTs
i. Tank Piping trenches and associated
dispenser islands
j. Roads
k. Pump island piping
l. Property access points
m. Gates and fences
n. Loading and unloading areas
o. On-site waste storage, treatment, and
disposal areas
p. Surface water bodies
q. On-site ground water supply wells
3. Named facilities, property lines, property uses,
current land-use status (such as agricultural,
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industrial, or commercial), ground water wells,
surface water, and other environmentally sensitive
areas within a 1-mile radius of the site (underline
added) (GIS)
4. Locations and identification numbers for all
municipal water supply wells and high-capacity
(greater than 70-gpm yield) water wells identified in
IDNR-DOW well records within a 2-mile radius of
the site (GIS)
5. Locations and identification numbers for all lowvolume (less than 70-gpm yield) wells within a 1mile radius of the site (GIS)
6. Areas where past spills or releases have occurred,
where remediation efforts are currently being
conducted, or where remediation efforts have been
conducted in the past
7. Soil boring and monitoring well locations
8. Horizontal extent of contaminant migration
9. Sampling locations, including sampling depth and
analytical results
10. Potentimetric surfaces for all ground water
monitoring events
11. Geologic and hydrologic cross sections that define
the stratigraphy, vertical extent of contaminant
migration, water table, and location of free product
plume, if present
12. Environmentally sensitive areas (GIS)
The RISC Investigation Report format should be used as a specification for
contracting site assessment services when INDOT is contemplating decommissioning a
facility or investigating a site for the future location of a facility.
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APPENDIX B
“ArcView Training Tutorial” CD-ROM is available upon request to the Joint
Transportation Research Program jtrp@ecn.purdue.edu. The “Indiana Department of
Transportation GIS Directory” CD-ROM is available only upon request to Janice
Osadczuk, Division Chief, INDOT Environment, Planning, and Engineering Division,
100 North Senate Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46204
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